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UP FRONT

Unrest in the Ranks – and Rankings
Working scientists are becoming disenchanted in the workplace
at a time when scientiﬁc literacy of students is slipping.
Last September this column discussed a report that science graduates were having diﬃculty ﬁnding employment related to their studies. The Grattan Institute’s bleak conclusion was that “employment directly related to science expertise is unlikely to increase
substantially in the near future”. One would hope, then, that those who had managed to
storm the gates of employment in science would ﬁnd their careers rewarding.
Apparently not. A survey by Professional Scientists Australia, discussed in this edition
by its CEO Chris Walton (p.41), has found that working scientists are disgruntled about
several aspects of their careers. “More than a third of respondents reported being dissatisﬁed with their current level of remuneration and over a third said they were considering
leaving their current employer,” the report said. “Many were concerned that their remuneration package was falling behind market rates for those undertaking similar work,
and that their package did not reﬂect the level of responsibility they undertook in their
day-to-day work.”
The report also found “broad concern about science skills with around seven in ten
respondents saying cost-cutting was impacting science capability in their organisation,”
while “over half said deprofessionalisation in their organisation was a major concern”. It’s
not surprising, then, that 61% reported that worker fatigue had increased in their organisation over the previous 12 months, while 56% said staff morale had declined.
The Grattan Institute had reported in August that the job market could not absorb
the large number of science graduates. At least, it would appear, our younger generation
is scientiﬁcally curious, and society at large will beneﬁt from having a scientiﬁcally literate
generation capable of competing in an increasingly technological world.
Apparently not. Two reports issued late in 2016 found that Australia’s international
rankings in science and mathematics have slipped. The Trends in International Mathematics and Science Study examines science and maths capabilities in Year 4 (49 nations)
and Year 8 (39 countries). Since the last survey in 2011, Australia has slipped from 18th
to 28th in Year 4 maths (remaining 25th for Year 4 science), and from 12th to 17th in
Year 8 maths and science.
Separately Australia was one of only three countries with signiﬁcantly decreased maths
and science scores among 15-year-olds tested in the OECD’s Programme for International
Student Assessment (PISA). The high water mark set by Singapore puts their science
students 1.5 years ahead of ours and their maths students 2.5 years ahead. Even within
Australia there was an alarming disparity of nearly 3 years of schooling between students
in the highest socioeconomic quartile and the lowest.
Programs in place that aim to inspire students to follow careers in STEM will come
to little if their wider peer groups aren’t engaged by science and their career aspirations
in STEM are dissuaded by reports of professional disillusionment. As Walton warns,
the government’s “so-called ‘ideas boom’ will simply implode unless we have the people
to make it happen”.

Cover Story

Guy Nolch is the Editor and Publisher of Australasian Science.

Response crews battle the blazing remnants of the offshore oil rig
Deepwater Horizon in the Gulf of Mexico in 2010. Ecologists can treat
disasters like this as large natural experiments (see p.18).
Credit: US Coast Guard
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Monotreme Venom’s
Potential as a Diabetes Drug
Remarkable evolutionary changes to insulin regulation in two of
the nation’s most iconic native animal species – the platypus and
the echidna – could pave the way for new treatments for type 2
diabetes in humans.
A study published in Scientiﬁc Reports has reported that the
same hormone produced in the gut of the platypus to regulate
blood glucose is also surprisingly produced in its venom.
The hormone, known as glucagon-like peptide-1 (GLP-1), is
normally secreted in the gut of humans and other animals, stimulating the release of insulin to lower blood glucose. However,
GLP-1 typically degrades within minutes.
In people with type 2 diabetes, the short stimulus triggered by
GLP-1 isn’t suﬃcient to maintain a proper blood sugar balance.
As a result, medication that includes a longer-lasting form of the
hormone is needed to help provide an extended release of insulin.
“Our research team has discovered that monotremes – our
iconic platypus and echidna – have evolved changes in the hormone
GLP-1 that make it resistant to the rapid degradation normally seen
in humans,” says co-lead author Prof Frank Grützner of The
University of Adelaide. “We’ve found that GLP-1 is degraded in
monotremes by a completely different mechanism.
“Further analysis of the genetics of monotremes reveals that
there seems to be a kind of molecular warfare going on between the
function of GLP-1, which is produced in the gut, but surprisingly
also in their venom.”
The platypus produces a powerful venom during the breeding
season, and this is used by males competing for females. “We’ve

Key Cause of Parkinson’s
Disease Can Be Treated
A new study that modelled the early stages of Parkinson’s disease has
given researchers an insight into its causes – and a possible treatment.
Parkinson’s disease is the second most prevalent neurological
condition after dementia. The disease is characterised by the
abnormal accumulation in the brain of a protein called α-synuclein,
as well as the loss of dopamine-producing cells in an area of the
brain known as the substantia nigra. The loss of these cells causes
the symptoms of Parkinson’s, including trembling, stiffness,
slowness of movement and a loss of fine motor control.
“We’ve shown how inflammation within the brain is related to the
development of Parkinson’s disease,” says Dr Nic Dzamko of
Neuroscience Research Australia, “and we’ve identified a potential
mechanism that can prevent this inflammation. It offers hope and
introduces a new target for therapeutic research, which we’re now
working on.”
The study, published in Acta Neuropathologica, turned
pluripotent human skin cells into neuronal cells in order to
understand the effects of inflammation on the brain. “Although the
exact causes of Parkinson’s disease are unknown, accumulating
evidence suggests that inflammation plays a strong role in the
development of the disease,” Dzamko says.
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discovered conﬂicting functions of GLP-1 in the platypus: in the
gut as a regulator of blood glucose, and in venom to fend off other
platypus males during breeding season,” says co-lead author A/Prof
Briony Forbes of Flinders University. “This tug-of-war between the
different functions has resulted in dramatic changes in the GLP1 system.
“The function in venom has most likely triggered the evolution of a stable form of GLP-1 in monotremes. Excitingly, stable
GLP-1 molecules are highly desirable as potential type 2 diabetes
treatments,” she says.
GLP-1 has also been discovered in the venom of echidnas.
While the platypus has spurs on its hind limbs for delivering a
large amount of venom to its opponent, there is no such spur on
echidnas. “The lack of a spur on echidnas remains an evolutionary
mystery, but the fact that both platypus and echidnas have evolved
the same long-lasting form of the hormone GLP-1 is in itself a
very exciting ﬁnding,” Grützner says.

The brain uses toll-like receptors (TLR) to detect pathogens and
regulate inflammation arising from compromised immunity. A
consequence of activating TLR is the production of α-synuclein,
which is responsible for creating “clumps” of the Lewy bodies that
are a hallmark of Parkinson’s disease.
“We found that a particular toll-like receptor, TLR2, is increased
in neurons in post mortem PD brain tissue,” Dzamko says. “Given that
neurons accumulate α-synuclein in Parkinson’s disease, our results
suggest that TLR2 is of central importance in understanding how
the disease starts.”
Activation of TLR2 in stem cells created an inflammatory
response that increased the levels of α-synuclein, suggesting that
inflammation is a cause, at least in part, of Parkinson’s disease.
“Given that we were able to find this association in the post mortem
brain tissue, then model this relationship in tissue culture, we’re
confident that we’ve understood a key process in the development of
Parkinson’s,” Dzamko says.
The team also found that a drug that inhibits TLR2 also
prevented the increased clumping of α-synuclein in the stem cellderived neurons, suggesting it as a target for further research into
therapeutic interventions. “The next stage will be to identify a drug
that can be used in human trials, which acts on the pathway we’ve
identified and prevents the TLR2-enabled increase in α-synuclein,”
Dzamko says.

Compiled by Guy Nolch

Prehistoric Whale Fossil
Reveals How Whales
Evolved Baleen
A 25-million-year-old fossil has provided Melbourne palaeontologists with evidence of when whales evolved from using
teeth to ﬁlter-feeding with hair-like baleen.
The fossil skull, nicknamed “Alfred”, is from an extinct
group of whales called aetiocetids that, despite having teeth,
were an early branch of the baleen whale family tree. Alfred’s
teeth show rare evidence of feeding behaviour that suggests an
entirely new evolutionary scenario – before losing teeth and
evolving baleen, these whales used suction to catch prey.
“Filter-feeding is the key to the baleen whales’ evolutionary
success,” explains Dr Erich Fitzgerald of Museums Victoria.
“But what has really eluded scientists since Charles Darwin is
exactly how whales made the complex evolutionary change
from biting prey with teeth to ﬁltering plankton using baleen.”
The discovery of Alfred’s ancient bones on the coast of
Washington state, USA, gave clues to this palaeontological
puzzle, with tiny horizontal scratches apparent on the inner
surface of its teeth. This unusual type of tooth wear is only
seen in a few living marine mammals, such as the walrus, that
use the back-and-forth movement of their tongue to suck in
prey, along with rough material like sand.
“These horizontal scratches on Alfred’s teeth suggest that
he would have sucked small prey into his mouth, much like we
would suck a milkshake up through a straw,” said Dr David
Hocking of Museums Victoria and Monash University.
“Alfred shows how ancient baleen whales made the evolutionary switch from biting prey with teeth to ﬁltering using
baleen,” adds Dr Felix Marx of Museums Victoria and Monash
University. “They ﬁrst became suction feeders. Feeding in
this way resulted in reduced need for teeth, so over time their
teeth were lost before baleen appeared.”
The team is now uncovering the rest of Alfred’s skeleton,
as well as other fossils from Australia that provide exciting
insights into how baleen whales ﬁrst evolved. “There are
genuine surprises,” Fitzgerald says. “We’ve only just begun to
decipher the earliest and strangest pages of the baleen whale
story.”
The discovery has been published in the peer-reviewed
journal Memoirs of Museums Victoria (http://tinyurl.com/
jxvlkcx).

Horizontal scratches on Alfred’s teeth show rare evidence that this
prehistoric whale used suction to catch prey. Photographer: Ben Healley
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“Ghost Imaging” with Atoms
Physicists at The Australian National University have used a
technique known as “ghost imaging” to create an image of an
object from atoms that never interact with it.
This is the first time that ghost imaging has been achieved
using atoms, although it has previously been demonstrated
with light, leading to applications being developed for imaging
and remote sensing through turbulent environments.
The atom-based result may lead to a new method of quality
control in nanoscale manufacturing, including 3D printing at
the atomic scale.
Lead researcher A/Prof Andrew Truscott said the
experiment, published in Nature, relied on correlated pairs of
atoms that were separated by ~6 cm. These were used to
generate an image of the ANU logo.
“One atom in each pair was directed towards a mask with
the letters “ANU” cut out,” Truscott explained. “Only atoms that
pass through the mask reach a ‘bucket’ detector placed behind
the mask, which records a ‘ping’ each time an atom hits it. The
second atom in the pair records a ‘ping’ along with the atom’s
location on a second spatial detector.
“By matching the times of the ‘pings’ from pairs of atoms, we
were able to discard all atoms hitting the spatial detector
whose partner had not passed through the mask.

Sports That Will Save Your Life
An international research collaboration led by University of Sydney
researchers has found that cycling, swimming, aerobics and racquet
sports offer greater lifesaving beneﬁts than running and football.
Published in the British Journal of Sports Medicine, the study examined 80,000 adults over 30 years of age to investigate the link between
participation in six different exercise disciplines and death. The researchers
drew on responses from 11 nationally representative annual health
surveys for England and Scotland carried out between 1994 and 2008.
In each of the surveys, participants were quizzed about how much physical activity they had done in the preceding 4 weeks, and whether it had
been enough to make them breathless and sweaty.
Compared with study participants who did not participate in the
corresponding sport, risk of death from any cause was:
• 47% lower among those who played racquet sports (tennis, squash,
badminton);
• 28% lower among swimmers;
• 27% lower among those who participated in aerobics; and
• 15% lower among cyclists.
Compared with study participants who did not participate in the
corresponding sport, risk of death from cardiovascular disease was:
• 56% lower among those who played racquet sports;
• 41% lower among swimmers; and
• 36% lower among those who participated in aerobics.
“Our ﬁndings indicate that it’s not only how much and how often,
but also what type of exercise you do that seems to make the difference,”
said senior author A/Prof Emmanuel Stamatakis of the Charles Perkins
Centre at The University of Sydney.

“This allowed an image of ‘ANU’ to be recreated, even
though – remarkably – the atoms forming the image on the
spatial detector had never interacted with the mask. That’s why
the image is termed a ’ghost’.”
Prof Ken Baldwin of ANU said the research may eventually
be used for quality control in manufacturing microchips or
nanodevices. “We might one day be able to detect in real time
when a problem occurs in the manufacturing of a microchip or
a nanodevice,” he said.
The research could also be a precursor to investigating
entanglement between massive particles, which could help
the development of quantum computation.
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pH Probe Enables
More Precise Breast
Cancer Surgery

Dr Erik Schartner with an
experimental system of
the optical fibre breast
cancer tissue probe.

Researchers have developed an optical ﬁbre probe
that distinguishes the pH in breast cancer tissue
from normal tissue – potentially allowing surgeons
to be much more precise when removing breast
cancer.
Current surgical techniques to remove cancer
lack a reliable method to identify the tissue type
during surgery, relying on the experience and judgement of the surgeon to decide how much tissue
to remove. Because of this, surgeons often remove
excessive healthy tissue. Even then, follow-up
surgery is required by up to 20% of breast cancer
surgery patients when all the cancer is not removed.
The optical ﬁbre probe, described in Cancer
Research, uses the principle that cancer tissue has
a more acidic environment than normal cells as they produce more
lactic acid as a by-product of their aggressive growth.
A pH indicator embedded in the tip of the optical probe emits
a different colour of light depending on the acidity. A miniature
spectrometer on the other end of the probe analyses the light and
therefore the pH.
“How we see it working is the surgeon using the probe to test
questionable tissue during surgery,” says project leader Dr Erik

Schartner of the ARC Centre of Excellence for Nanoscale BioPhotonics at The University of Adelaide. “If the readout shows the
tissues are cancerous, that can immediately be removed. Presently
this normally falls to post-operative pathology, which could mean
further surgery.”
The researchers currently have a portable demonstration unit
and are doing further testing. They hope to progress to clinical
studies in the near future.

Patch Mends a Broken Heart
An Australian and British team has developed a polymer patch that
improves the conduction of electrical impulses across damaged heart
tissue. The ﬂexible patch, which has been effective in animal models,
is long-lasting and can be attached to the heart without stitches.
“Heart attacks create a scar which slows and disrupts the conduction of electrical impulses across the heart,” says Prof Sian Harding
of Imperial College London. “This leads to potentially fatal disturbances of the heart rhythm. Our electrically conducting polymer
patch is designed to address this serious problem.”
The patch, which was described in Science Advances, has three
components:
• a ﬁlm of chitosan (a polysaccharide found in crab shells that’s
often used as a food additive);
• polyaniline (a conducting polymer that’s grown on top); and
• phytic acid (a substance found in plants that’s added to the
polyaniline to switch it to its conducting state).
“Conducting polymers work when they are dry, but most
become non-conducting in a very short time when placed in bodily
ﬂuids,” says lead author Dr Damia Mawad of The University of
NSW. “Our sutureless patch represents a big advance. We have
shown it is stable and retains its conductivity in physiological
conditions for more than 2 weeks compared with the usual 1 day
of other designs.
“No stitches are required to attach it, so it is minimally invasive
and less damaging to the heart, and it moves more closely with the
heart’s motion.”

Credit: UNSW

The patch is made to adhere to the cardiac tissue by shining a
green laser on it, in a patented technique developed by Dr Antonio
Lauto of Western Sydney University.
Team members at the British Heart Foundation’s Imperial
Cardiovascular Regenerative Medicine Centre tested the patch
by implanting it into rats. They found it improved the conduction of electrical impulses across the heart scar tissue.
“We envisage heart attack patients eventually having patches
attached as a bridge between the healthy and the scar tissue to help
prevent cardiac arrhythmia,” Mawad says.
Prof Molly Stevens of Imperial College adds: “The patch can help
us better understand how conductive materials interact with heart
tissue and inﬂuence the electrical conduction in the heart, as well
as better understand the physiological changes associated with
heart attacks”.
JAN/FEB 2017 |
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Digital Games Improve Life
for Captive Apes
Chimpanzees and orangutans in captivity can improve their quality
of life through the use of digital touch-screen technology and interactive games.
The preliminary research by Australian National University PhD
candidate Nicky Kim-McCormack was conducted at Seoul Zoo in
South Korea, and also tracked the attitudes of visitors who watched
and interacted with the animals using the digital programs.
Kim-McCormack said the intelligence of chimpanzees and
orangutans mean they can often get bored in a captive environment.
“This kind of enrichment program can give them a higher quality of
life,” she said. “It allows them to be challenged in a new ways.”
The apes were given a free choice from a range of different digital
activities, including some where they interacted with zoo visitors.
For example, pictures drawn by visitors would show up on the chimp’s
screen, and vice versa.
“The amazing thing we saw was that the chimps and orangutans
realised that they were interacting with the visitors through the
program,” Kim-McCormack said. “They got that concept. It was
great to see both the animal and the visitors connecting in a special
way.”
There were also beneﬁts to the visitors, with surveys showing 85%
of people who took part reported a positive change in attitude towards
the species and conservation efforts to help them.

Orangutan BaeSuk laughing. Credit: Nicky Kim-McCormack

Kim-McCormack said that her research supported previous reports
of beneﬁts to the animals, yet zoos and sanctuaries remain reluctant
to introduce the activities. “Some may be concerned that it’s not
natural, but this may be a human bias that all animals should reﬂect
their wild counterparts,” she said.
“We are trying to get results that show it does beneﬁt the animals,
and it’s something that zoos and sanctuaries should consider,” she
said.
Kim-McCormack presented her preliminary results at the International Primatological Society & American Society of Primatologists 2016 conference.

Neurons “Meta-Adapted” to Our Rowdy World
A study published in Nature Communications has revealed how auditory neurons in the brain cope in both quiet and loud environments,
with the results opening a new avenue to investigate why some people
ﬁnd it diﬃcult to follow a conversation in a noisy environment.
“We discovered that neurons quickly adapt to the current sound
environment being experienced – quiet or loud – and adjust to
maximise the transmission of information about the current environment,” said Prof David McAlpine of Macquarie University.
“However, what is really interesting is how these neurons adjust:
their adaptation process itself adapts as sound environments become
increasingly familiar. For example, after experiencing a sound environment ﬁve or six times, neurons are able to adapt twice as fast as when
they ﬁrst experienced it, in a process we’ve called ‘meta-adaption’.”
The study measured the neural response of guinea pigs, which

ASBESTOS
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have similar hearing range to our own, by exposing them to relatively
quiet or loud unfolding soundscapes. It found that parts of the brain
held onto these sound memories much longer than expected due to
a feedback loop between the midbrain and the auditory cortex. The
discovery of this loop indicated a previously unknown connection
between these two brain regions.
“One of the unusual things we found was that the midbrain – a
part of the brain that is thought to retain information for only a few
hundreds of milliseconds – was actually retaining the information it
learned about how an environment sounded over many minutes,
which was what allowed the auditory neurons to meta-adapt. When
we blocked this loop the neurons could no longer adapt, indicating
a relatively unexplored loop function between these brain regions,”
McAlpine concluded.

A Sprinkle of Microbes
on Cereal Could
Suppress Allergies
A new drug that “ﬁne tunes” the immune
system is being developed to help prevent
asthma and allergies to foods such as peanuts
and shellﬁsh.
Nobel Laureate Professor Barry Marshall
of The University of Western Australia is
developing an oral treatment called Immbalance that is designed to restore balance to
the immune system and desensitise allergic
responses. Marshall said the drug would
harness the immune properties of the
common bacterium Helicobacter pylori, which
naturally resides in the human gut, to help
decrease the allergic response into the
normal range.
“Studies in the USA show children
infected with Helicobacter have a 45% reduction in allergies and asthma,” Marshall said.
“Now in the 21st century, as Helicobacter is
disappearing, humans in response have
become hyper-reactive to allergies. If we
put Helicobacter back in a safe way we can
move allergic people back into a normal
range. By developing an oral product which
contains non-viable Helicobacter we can get
the immune advantages that Stone Age man
used to get by having live bacteria, with
none of the disadvantages.”
Marshall’s company, Ondek, has been

developing the drug for the past 7 years. It
can be formulated as tablets, capsules, liquids
or a powder. “Children could spread the
powder on their cereal or put it in a drink
and, over the course of a few months, could
suppress their allergic response,” Marshall
said. “We think it’s going to be 100% safe.
It won’t remove your immune system; it
will just take the edge off.”
Australia has one of the highest allergy
and asthma rates in the world, and over the
past 10 years has seen a tenfold increase in

Toy Choice Influences Child
Literacy and Numeracy
Parents can help improve their children’s literacy and numeracy
skills by having a greater influence on the type of games they play in
their free time. A Macquarie University study published in Early
Child Development and Care indicates that the type of toys or
activities adults present to children can influence what they want to
learn about – and that children are influenced by what adults are
doing in the background while we think they’re not watching.
The researchers exposed 4-year-olds to demonstrations of
literacy and numeracy in everyday life, while a control group had the
same materials to play with but no demonstrations. While children
were doing other things, parents and educators did activities linked
to literacy and numeracy in the background. After just 4 weeks, the
children began to play more with literacy and numeracy concepts,
and their reading abilities improved.
“We know early learning is centred around the child’s interests;
that is, for children to learn things, they have to be interested in
them,” said lead researcher Dr Yeshe Colliver. “Playing is a key way

referrals for food allergies and a ﬁvefold
increase in hospital referrals for food-related
allergy or anaphylaxis. “It appears when everything is very clean and children aren’t exposed
to enough infectious or non-infectious
bacteria, the immune system can get ramped
up,” Marshall said. “They then can become
more reactive to all kinds of new proteins in
their diet or susceptible to pollen in the air.”
Marshall expects to trial the drug on
humans within 2 years and hopes to make
Immbalance available within 5 years.

for children to begin learning, but it’s hard to see what benefit
playing with Spiderman or Barbie can bring. Even more difficult is
creating a link between a superhero and, say, mathematics.
“So rather than looking at how adults can ‘follow the child’s
interests’ and link them to learning, we wanted to know... if adults
could change what children are interested in.”
The basis of the study comes from the idea that children want to
learn the skills they see as important in society. Would children who
observed problem-solving literacy and numeracy activities among
adults come to value those skills and want to play and therefore
learn about them?
“We tapped into the fact that what children are interested in is a
reflection of the world around them, but we didn’t know if altering
what they are exposed to would shape what they are interested in,”
Colliver explained. “Our findings indicate the common view that
parents and educators have little influence on what kids are
interested in is untrue.
“But making it meaningful to life is key. While an action figure
may have limited value, so might ‘educational toys’ if parents force
children to use them.”
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Tyres Recycled into a
Cleaner Diesel Blend
Old tyres can be completely recycled into loweremission diesel engine oil instead of being dumped
in highly ﬂammable stockpiles that become breeding
grounds for malaria and dengue-carrying
mosquitoes.
“Globally, 1.5 billion tonnes of tyres are discarded
each year,” said Prof Richard Brown of Queensland University of Technology. “Australia alone
will generate 55 million disused tyres a year by 2020.
“Getting rid of old tyres in an environmentally
friendly way is a universal nightmare. Stockpiles of
used tyres around the world are a health hazard, as
Farhad Hossain, Prof Richard Brown and Trevor Bayley with a truck tyre that
demonstrated by the recent Broadmeadows ﬁre in
would yield 460 litres of reclaimed oil. Credit: QUT Media
Victoria, which was diﬃcult to put out and genercarbon and steel, leaving nothing wasted, and even uses some of the
ated huge amounts of toxic smoke.”
Brown’s team has tested the oil extracted from old tyres in a recovered oil as the heat source,” Bayley said.
“Carbon is the most common recovered ingredient, and the
process developed by Australian company Green Distillation Techsteel
rim and framework is the third most common ingredient,
nologies (GDT). When the oil was blended with diesel it produced
while
the oil is the most valuable. The potential of this source of
a fuel with reduced emissions and no loss of engine performance.
biofuel
feedstock is immense, and it is more sustainable than other
“We tested the oil which GDT produces from both recycled
bio-oils
from plants such as corn, or algae.
natural and synthetic rubber tyres in 10% and 20% diesel blends,”
“A
recycled
10 kg car tyre yields 4 litres of oil, 1.5 kg of steel
explained PhD student Farhad Hossain. “We found a 30% reducand
4
kg
of
carbon,
and a 70 kg truck tyre provides 28 litres of oil,
tion in nitrogen oxide, which contributes to photochemical smog,
11
kg
of
steel
and
28
kg of carbon.”
and lower particle mass, which means fewer problems for emisGDT
plans
to
have
the ﬁrst fully operational commercial plant
sions-treatment systems.”
delivering
eight
million
litres of oil per year from the middle of
GDT’s chief operating oﬃcer, Trevor Bayley, said the oil could
the
year,
followed
by
a
world-ﬁrst
mining tyre-processing plant in
also be used as a heating fuel or further reﬁned into automotive or
either
Queensland
or
Western
Australia.
aviation jet fuel. “The process recycles end-of-life tyres into oil,

Australia’s oldest-known piece of
indigenous jewellery has been unearthed in
the Kimberley region of northern Australia.
The ornament, a pointed kangaroo bone
worn through the nose, has been dated at
more than 46,000 years old and debunks a
theory that bone tools were not used in
Australia for thousands of years.
Dr Michelle Langley of the Australian
National University said this was the
earliest hard evidence that Australia’s first
inhabitants were using bone to make tools
and ornaments. “We know people had bone
tools in Africa at least 75,000 years ago.
People were leaving Africa around the same
time and arrived in Australia some 60,000
years ago,” Langley said.
“Until very recently the earliest bone
tools we had found in Australia dated to
about 20,000 years ago, so there has been a
40,000-year gap.
“Some people believed that the
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knowledge of bone toolmaking was lost on
the journey between Africa and Australia.
With this find, we now know they were
making bone tools soon after arriving in
Australia.”
The bone was dug up at Carpenter’s Gap,
a large rock shelter in Windjana Gorge
National Park. “It’s a shaped point made on
kangaroo leg bone, and at each end we can
see traces of red ochre,” Langley said. “This
artefact was found below a deposit dated to
46,000 years ago, so it is older than that
date.”
Indigenous Australians have used
kangaroo leg bones throughout history for
a variety of activities, such as leatherwork,
basketry, ceremonial tasks and body
decoration. “The bone we found is most
consistent with those used for facial
decoration,” she said.
“All across Australia both men and
women would wear a bone point through

Credit: Michelle Langley, ANU

Oldest Ornament Found in Kimberleys

their nose identical to this one. Children in
some communities were known to have had
their nose pierced quite young, while in
others only certain individuals were allowed
to adorn themselves in this fashion.”
Langley said the location and nature of
this artefact made it a rare and remarkable
discovery. “Organic-based items like this
don’t survive in the north Australian
archaeological record very often, so it’s a
very unusual find,” she said.
The research has been published in
Quaternary Science Reviews.

Scientists have conﬁrmed the largest dieoff of corals ever recorded on Australia’s
Great Barrier Reef (GBR). The worst
affected area, a 700 km swath of reefs in
the northern region of the Great Barrier
Reef, has lost an average of 67% of
its shallow-water corals in the past 8–9
months. Further south, over the vast central
and southern regions of the Great Barrier
Reef, the scientists were relieved to ﬁnd a
much lower death toll.
“Most of the losses in 2016 have
occurred in the northern, most-pristine
part of the Great Barrier Reef. This region
escaped with minor damage in two earlier
bleaching events in 1998 and 2002, but this
time around it has been badly affected,”
says Prof Terry Hughes of the
Australian Research Council Centre of
Excellence for Coral Reef Studies at James
Cook University, who undertook extensive aerial surveys at the height of the
bleaching.

“The good news is the southern twothirds of the Reef has escaped with minor
damage. On average, 6% of bleached corals
died in the central region in 2016, and only
1% in the south. The corals have now
regained their vibrant colour, and these
reefs are in good condition,” says Prof
Andrew Baird, also from the ARC
Centre, who led teams of divers to resurvey
the reefs in October and November.
A silver lining was revealed in the
northern offshore corner of the GBR Marine
Park, where the loss of coral was lower than
the other northern reefs. “We found a
large corridor of reefs that escaped the most
severe damage along the eastern edge of the
continental shelf in the far north of the Great
Barrier Reef,” Hughes said. “We suspect
these reefs are partially protected from heat
stress by upwelling of cooler water from the
Coral Sea.”
The scientists expect that the northern
region will take at least 10–15 years to

Credit: ARC Centre of Excellence for Coral Reef Studies

Life and Death after Reef Bleaching

How mortality varies enormously from
north to south.

regain the lost corals, but they are concerned
that a fourth bleaching event could happen
sooner and interrupt the slow recovery.

Fault Responsible for Indonesian Tsunamis Exposed
Geologists have for the ﬁrst time observed
the Banda Detachment fault in eastern
Indonesia and worked out how it formed.
Lead researcher Dr Jonathan Pownall
of The Australian National University said
the discovery of what is the world’s largest
exposed fault will help researchers assess
the danger of future tsunamis in the area,
which is part of the Ring of Fire – an area
around the Paciﬁc Ocean basin known for
its earthquakes and volcanic eruptions.
“The abyss has been known for 90 years
but until now no one has been able to
explain how it got so deep,” Pownall said.

“Our research found that a 7 km-deep abyss
beneath the Banda Sea off eastern Indonesia
was formed by extension along what might
be Earth’s largest-identiﬁed exposed fault
plane.”
By analysing high-resolution maps of the
Banda Sea ﬂoor, geologists found that the
rocks ﬂooring the seas are cut by hundreds
of straight parallel scars. These wounds show
that a piece of crust bigger than Tasmania
must have been ripped apart by 120 km of
extension along a low-angle crack, or detachment fault, to form the present-day ocean
ﬂoor depression.

The Banda Detachment fault beneath the Weber Deep basin.

Pownall said this fault, the Banda
Detachment, represents a rip in the ocean
ﬂoor exposed over 60,000 km 2 . “The
discovery will help explain how one of the
Earth’s deepest sea areas became so deep,”
he said.
Pownall said he was on a boat journey
in eastern Indonesia in July when he noticed
the prominent landforms consistent with
surface extensions of the fault line. “I was
stunned to see the hypothesised fault plane,
this time not on a computer screen but
poking above the waves.”
He said rocks immediately below the
fault include those brought up from the
mantle. “This demonstrates the extreme
amount of extension that must have taken
place as the oceanic crust was thinned, in
some places to zero,” he said.
Pownall said the discovery of the Banda
Detachment fault would help assess the
dangers of future tsunamis and earthquakes.
“In a region of extreme tsunami risk, knowledge of major faults such as the Banda
Detachment, which could make big earthquakes when they slip, is fundamental to
being able to properly assess tectonic
hazards,” he said.
The research has been published in
Geology.
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THE MARS CHALLENGE
JASMINA LAZENDIC-GALLOWAY & TINA OVERTON
Mars is the only other planet in the solar system where humans could possibly live, but the
ﬁrst colonists there will need some amazing science and meticulous planning to cope with
cosmic radiation and ﬁnd ways to generate air, water, food and energy.
ale rays of sunlight bleed though the hazy rustcoloured sky. You survived the launch, the journey,
descent and landing. All systems are go, so now it’s
up to you to take the next step. You are the ﬁrst
person to travel to an alien planet, and humanity’s
destiny depends on whether you can make it here and now.
Welcome to Mars, Earth’s red neighbour. If colonists can
survive on this new frontier it will be the beginning of the
human species’ future as a space-faring civilisation.

P
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But things will not be easy for the ﬁrst colonists on this
lonely planet. How are you going to survive and achieve what
you must to make this happen? Do you have what it takes?
This may sound like science ﬁction, but right now various international and independent space agencies are working on manned
missions to Mars.
Why go to Mars in the ﬁrst place? Because it’s the only other
planet humans can live on. Mercury is too hot because it’s
closest to the Sun. Venus is too hot because it has built up too

Credit: NASA/KSC

Credit: NASA/KSC

much greenhouse gases in its atmosphere, which trapped the heat
and made Venus even hotter than Mercury – more than 400°C.
So the only terrestrial planet left other than Earth is Mars.
So what are the diﬃculties that the ﬁrst colonists will face?
Some of them are familiar to us, and some of them will be
completely new.
We’ll have a small group of people living in a hostile environment, cooped up in a small habitat, cut off for months from
the rest of the humanity. This situation is somewhat similar
to other extreme environments – think of crews in submarines,
the South Pole research station or the International Space
Station. Researchers have been examining the challenges of
living in such settings, and how any negative effects on humans
can be mitigated.
The main task people living on Mars will have to consider
is creating basic resources like water. The surface of Mars is
dry, but we have learned from many missions sent there already
that there is plenty of water in the ground (or regolith). But
since Mars is about –60°C on average, this water is mostly
frozen. Like Earth, Mars also has two polar caps.

Mars and Earth would have had similar beginnings, with
many planetesimals colliding to form a planet containing rocky
material and metals. The heat produced from these collisions
melts all the rocks, and different elements start to separate:
lighter elements like silicon move to the top, and heavier
elements like iron sink to the core of the new planet. The planet
will start to cool, but some internal heat will remain due to
radioactive elements that were present in the planetesimals.
While the core of the planet is hot, it will keep iron in a molten
state, and this will generate a magnetic ﬁeld as the planet rotates.
As the planet cools down further, the core will solidify and the
magnetic ﬁeld will disappear.
Mars is one-third the size of Earth, and about 3.5 billion
years ago it used to have a thick atmosphere rich in CO2, and
surface liquid water just like Earth. Since Mars is smaller, its
core started solidifying sooner and its magnetic ﬁeld almost
disappeared, while Earth still has a strong magnetic ﬁeld.
The Sun produces strong stellar winds made up of charged
particles that interact with any medium. But if charged particles intercept a magnetic ﬁeld, they are attracted onto the
JAN/FEB 2017 |
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magnetic ﬁeld lines. For instance, the solar wind that reaches
Earth ﬂows along the magnetic ﬁeld lines, creating beautiful
auroras where charged particles interact with our atmosphere
at the magnetic poles .
On Mars, as the magnetic ﬁeld was disappearing, the solar
wind interacted with the whole atmosphere, dissociating CO2
molecules. Lighter elements like oxygen ﬂoated off into space,
and the Martian atmosphere slowly became thinner. As the
surface pressure fell, the temperatures also fell as there was less
atmosphere to capture heat from the Sun. Surface water also
started to evaporate, and some of it froze at the poles.
So this gives us the state of Mars today. Some of the necessary resources are present, but we need to have a manageable way
to extract them. Humans need water, oxygen and food for basic
survival.
One easy way to extract water would be to land near the
polar caps and just melt the ice, but landing on the poles requires
diﬃcult manoeuvring and extra fuel. Landing anywhere else
would then require extracting water from regolith. We could
dig some regolith, place it in an oven, heat it up and separate the
16 |
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water from regolith as steam. Then we could collect the steam,
cool it and we have water. This is not hard, but it requires a lot
of energy, and this is another challenge on Mars.
The Martian atmosphere is only 1% of Earth’s, but it still has
winds due to temperature differences between different atmospheric layers. The surface of Mars is covered in ﬁne dust created
from weathered rocks over a long period of time. This dust is
carried easily by the wind, and sticks to solar panels, so the
colonists cannot rely on solar power alone.
They will therefore have to bring with them something like
Radioisotope Thermoelectric Generator units, which power
space missions at the moment. These generators have a small
amount of a radioactive element like plutonium-238, whose
nuclei spontaneously break into two smaller nuclei and release
energy in that process. These units can provide energy for a
long periods of time for a small crew, but are not yet eﬃcient
enough to power a whole colony. Those ﬁrst colonists will have
the important job of ﬁnding potential geothermal power sources,
or create some other kind of fuel.
Once we have water and power, creating oxygen is easy as we
can pass an electrical current through water to separate oxygen
and hydrogen. Hydrogen will come in handy to make fuel like
methane, as carbon dioxide from the atmosphere can be
combined with hydrogen to form methane and more water.
However, this electrolysis of water will also require energy.
To minimise waste and save energy, both oxygen and water
will have to be recycled in the habitat, as it is now done on the
International Space Station.
Then there is food. We know that Martian regolith is very
similar to the basalt-rich rocks created by Hawaii’s volcanoes.
This material provides a good basis for growing plants in general,
but Martian regolith lacks the organic matter needed to call it
a soil. We can bring some soil-beneﬁcial bacterial with us, but
Martian regolith also contains some heavy elements that might
get absorbed by plants and pass into humans.
So until we get to Mars and do some experiments, we will
have to rely on hydroponics to grow our food. The plants will
need water and light, so there are even more requirements for
power.
While plants are good for us, they don’t provide enough
energy to power hard-working colonists. Adding easily grown
protein-rich food like algae and insects to our diets will be
necessary.
The ﬁrst colonists will also need to live underground. The
lack of a magnetic ﬁeld on Mars also means that cosmic rays,
which are charged particles with even more energy than the
solar wind, bombard the surface of the planet. These charged
particles interact with matter: the more energy they have, the
more interactions they have – like X-rays but stronger. The
human body needs protection from such radiation, and the

Jasmina Lazendic-Galloway is a Lecturer in the School
of Physics and Astronomy at Monash University. Tina
Overton is Professor of Chemistry Education at
Monash University.
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easiest way to create shelter on Mars
is to go underground, or 3D-print a
habitat from Martian regolith.
So the ﬁrst colonists will have lots
of digging and exploring to do. In
that process it will be important to
search for possible life on Mars. We
know that Mars was suitable for
microbial life to ﬂourish in the past,
and it’s possible that some of that
microbial life survived in today’s
extreme Martian conditions underground. Thus it will be important
that colonists don’t contaminate
Mars with our own microbes. An
environmentally friendly habitat and
exploration procedures will be a must.
While all this might seem too
hard, that is not a reason not to do
it. We know that more than 1700
near-Earth asteroids pose a potential
threat to us. At the moment we don’t
have any way to deﬂect an asteroid
on a collision course with Earth, but
having a second planet that humans
can call home gives us a better chance
of survival. Proactive people like Elon
Musk are willing to invest their
money to ensure such survival by
building rockets that will enable
humans to get to Mars. Ultimately,
big challenges drive us to develop
innovative solutions, which often
ﬁnd applications in our daily lives.
So Mars is the next big challenge, and
we should be getting ready for it.

Make sense of science
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Alchemists of
Catastrophe
How Disasters Deliver Data
SHANTA BARLEY & JESSICA MEEUWIG
Ecologists are treating oil spills, species invasions and other
environmental calamities as natural experiments on a scale that
could never be attained by normal laboratory or ﬁeld studies.

ince the 1940s humans have
detonated more than 2000
atomic bombs. We have cut
down more than one-third of
our tropical forests. We have
transformed the humble chicken into an
unlikely avian superstar: its bones may
become the “type fossil” for future geologists studying the Anthropocene. We
have effortlessly wiped out the apex
predators that we once worshipped, and
conferred on ourselves alarming names
such as “superpredator” to underline our
strange superpowers when it comes to
eating other animals to extinction.
We have nevertheless failed spectacularly to anticipate how our ecological
meddling has altered the planet. The
1985 discovery that ozone levels over
Antarctica had halved due to our dependence on chloroﬂuorocarbons came as
an unpleasant jolt, just as few predicted
that the “wonder” pesticide DDT would
ultimately cause the egg shells of birds of
prey to thin and crumble.
In a new paper published in Ecosystems
(http://tinyurl.com/z78ucyf) we argue
that humanity will continue to receive
unpleasant ecological shocks unless it

S
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begins to conduct experiments at the
planetary, or at least ecosystem, scale.
But should scientists be allowed to
experiment with our planet, given that
we only have one? The answer is, of
course, no but in many cases we are
already using Earth as a guinea pig.
Massive oil spills like Deepwater
Horizon and the construction of the Suez
Canal have transformed our environment while commercial ﬁsheries have
acted as a form of ecological “keyhole
surgery”, excising crucial species from the
ocean. These large-scale, unreplicated
natural experiments (LUNEs) have delivered insights of great power into
cosmology, evolution and geology, yet
they are relatively rare in the ﬁeld of
ecology and continue to meet resistance
because they cannot be replicated.
Although LUNEs have only just
begun to be exploited, they have had a
disproportionately positive effect on
conservation policy and are a crucial step
in extrapolating our understanding of
ecological processes from small to global
scales. Without LUNEs we will struggle
to solve the problems we create as we
descend further into the Anthropocene.

Some Large, Unreplicated
Natural Experiments
The range of the sea otter once stretched
from California to Japan via the Aleutian arc, a 1900 km-long chain of islands
located to the west of Alaska. Cursed
with the thickest fur of any mammal, sea
otters were almost wiped out by fur
traders in the 1700s. This devastation
fashioned an unlikely natural experiment,
creating islands in the Aleutian
archipelago that were empty of otters and
others where the animal remained.
A landmark 1974 study published in
Science (http://tinyurl.com/j2nyddk)
compared these islands and found that

“... scientists could never have justified dumping more than 500,000 tonnes of
methane into the ocean to study the effects of climate change on deep-sea
habitats, but they didn’t have to – Deepwater Horizon did it for them.”
what had become the latest winter
fashion accessory was crucial for
preventing ecosystem collapse – sea otters
were a “keystone” species. Without otters,
sea urchins had carte blanche to munch
through as much kelp as they liked,
causing these underwater forests to die
back and robbing the harbour seals and
bald eagles that relied on them of food.
One of the most famous LUNEs to
date gave scientists a unique opportunity
to explore the ecological role of the grey
wolf, an apex predator that was reintroduced to Yellowstone National Park in
1995. In 2004 a study published in
Bioscience (http://tinyurl.com/zv52yv3)

reported that once-cocky elk now
thought twice before venturing down to
the riverbanks to gorge on willow. As a
result the trees grew back, reducing
erosion and altering the meander of the
river itself.
Large-scale natural experiments often
involve energies and timescales beyond
the reach of one generation of
humankind, and as a result they can reveal
ecological insights that would be unattainable using direct experiments. In 2010,
for example, an iceberg crashed into the
Mertz Glacier, causing a 78 km piece of
the latter to splinter off. The melting of
the iron-rich ice led to abrupt declines in

salinity and triggered massive phytoplankton blooms, simulating the effect
of climate change on glaciers in a way that
scientists could never have orchestrated.
In addition, this LUNE revealed that
a swathe of the Southern Ocean that had
been covered by a vast tongue of ice for
80 years still supported a diversity of
marine life. “Despite no natural light
reaching the area… nutrient-rich water
has supported a proliferation of vulnerable marine life, including sea-stars the
size of hubcaps,” Australian Antarctic
Division Program Leader Martin Riddle
reported in a press release in 2011
(http://tinyurl.com/zngkmpv).
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ical Sciences (http://tinyurl.com/juevbe4), showed that
freshwater ﬁsh communities are not “saturated” but
can easily make room for new species. Were the twin
forces of competition and predation not as powerful
as previously thought?
LUNEs are particularly useful when traditional
experimental approaches are off the cards for ethical
reasons. For instance, it would be impossible to wipe out
a population of animals, yet mass mortality events are
relatively common in the wild. For example, 97% of
long-spined sea urchins in the Caribbean inexplicably
expired in 1983 (http://tinyurl.com/honp2o8). While
this event may initially have led to some high-ﬁving
among beachgoers, it also created a tragic LUNE that
Will chicken bones become the “type fossil” for the Anthropocene?
transformed the legendary coral reefs of the Caribbean
into barren, algae-coated rock, revealing the important
role played by sea urchins in the food web.
Science is in the throes of a “replication
Similarly, scientists could never have justiﬁed dumping more
crisis” triggered by the realisation that
than 500,000 tonnes of methane into the ocean to study the
few studies are replicated and that a
effects of climate change on deep-sea habitats, but they didn’t
have to – Deepwater Horizon did it for them. Researchers
disconcerting proportion of research is
publishing in Science (http://tinyurl.com/jhykvs7) found that
irreproducible.
the disaster triggered an explosion in deep-water methaneAlso out of reach for most ecologists is the ability to connect eating bacteria that, 120 days later, had “mopped up” most of
two oceans that have been separated for millions of years. the pollutant. (Unfortunately, however, the bacteria also covert
Handily, the US built the 77 km-long Panama Canal between the methane into carbon dioxide, which can create “dead zones”
the Atlantic and Paciﬁc Oceans in 1914. In addition to providing by acidifying the water).
Invasive species pose a growing threat to biodiversity, with
ships with a much-needed shortcut, this LUNE gave scientists
a rare glimpse into how confrontations between previously 60% of bird, mammal and reptile extinctions recently attributed
isolated populations of ﬁshes play out at large scales. The to marauding predators. However, invasive species have also
research, published in Proceedings of the Royal Society B Biolog- created important LUNEs by crippling populations of endemic
species on remote islands. Whereas Guam’s
only native snake, the burrowing blind
snake (Rhamphotyphlops braminus), poses
no threat to the island’s animals, the invasive brown tree snake (Boiga irregularis)
has devastated native bird populations.
Indeed, this snake’s invasion of the island
created an unusual LUNE that scientists
have used to study whether birds regulate
the food web through predation. Published
in 2012 in PLoS ONE (http://tinyurl.com/
h2sn9by), Haldre Rogers and colleagues at
The University of Washington found that
loss of insect-eating birds led to an explosion in spider density. It also altered when
spiders built their webs and how big the
webs were.
The Panama Canal: an unprecedented natural experiment exploring
Similarly, a LUNE generated by the
how predation and competition influence freshwater fish populations.
invasion of Christmas Island by yellow
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DIAC images

Ecological “meltdown” ensued when yellow crazy ants (inset) decimated Christmas Island red crabs.

crazy ants (Anoplolepsis gracilipes) revealed that without the
island’s trademark red land crabs (Gecarcoidea natalis), the
ecosystem underwent a meltdown. Plants took over, leaf litter
rotted less eﬃciently, and honeydew-secreting scale insects high
up in the canopy prospered, causing outbreaks of sooty moulds
and ultimately the death of canopy trees.
The study was published in Ecology Letters in 2003
(http://tinyurl.com/zwkfzkx).

The Replication Crisis
There is no question that LUNEs will continue to play a crucial
role in scientiﬁc progress, particularly as science budgets tighten
and evidence mounts that experiments conducted in laboratories or mesocosms do not always “scale up”. Yet LUNEs
remain a minority in the scientiﬁc literature and often face
resistance from journal referees, partly because many ecologists
continue to view traditional, small-scale experiments as the
scientiﬁc gold standard. In contrast, LUNEs constitute a kind
of Faustian bargain: in exchange for insights into how ecological processes work at large scales, replication must be sacriﬁced. The complex interplay of natural and anthropogenic
forces that generate LUNEs cannot be fully understood by
scientists, let alone recreated. How does one build a life-sized
replica of the Panama Canal?
Nonetheless, there is change afoot in the scientiﬁc community. Science is in the throes of a “replication crisis” triggered

by the realisation that few studies are replicated and that a
disconcerting proportion of research is irreproducible.
In response to this crisis, some scientists have decided that
it’s time to overhaul the role of replication. What if exact replications should no longer be treated as all-powerful “one-off”
conﬁrmations or rejections of a theory? Instead, critics argue,
we should focus on testing hypotheses in the real world through
“conceptual” replications in a range of contexts and using
different techniques.

Figure 1. According to an analysis of IUCN data, 53.4% of sharks
and rays are threatened or near-threatened compared with
36.5% of amphibians, 26.6% of mammals and 24.9% of insects.
Source: eLIFE (https://elifesciences.org/content/3/e02199)
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that the global decision to ban chloroﬂuorocarbons
was largely driven by the discovery of the Antarctic
ozone hole, even though evidence from smaller-scale
experiments had existed for two decades. Similarly,
the debate over whether phosphorus versus nitrogen
or carbon was to blame for deteriorating water quality
in the lakes and rivers of the US in the 1970s was only
resolved when the “father” of LUNEs, Prof David
Schindler, addressed the question using an unreplicated, ecosystem-scale experiment that split a lake
down the middle and observed the effects of phosphorus in one half. Shortly afterwards, Canada and
several US states passed laws banning phosphorus.
Time is running out to halt and reverse the greatest
ecological challenges facing the planet. Two recent
studies published in eLife found that more than 50%
of all chondrichthyans – the class that contains sharks
and rays – are threatened or near-threatened, blowing
insects, mammals and amphibian extinction rates out
of the water (http://tinyurl.com/zs324gk;
http://tinyurl.com/j82xc99). More than 60% of the
world’s coral reefs are now under threat from ﬁshing,
urban development and sediment run-off. China alone
is estimated to have lost more than 80% of its coral
cover in the past 30 years.
Despite these alarming developments, policies
Global policy change requires
continue to lag behind what’s needed to stave off an
large-scale evidence, such as the
ecological
meltdown. Many scientists believe that
discovery of the ozone hole (left,
indicated by the blue and purple
current carbon pledges are inadequate to prevent the
zone) and the banning of the use
Earth’s temperature rising 2°C – the tipping point for
of phosphorus to improve water
quality in the US and Canada.
dangerous and irreversible climate change – by the
end of the century. The speed at which glaciers are
LUNEs ﬁt neatly into the new approach to replication. For now retreating globally is “historically unprecedented”, according
example, a recent Nature study (http://tinyurl.com/gnh34q2) to a recent study in the Journal of Glaciology
tested hypotheses about the effect of predators on carbon storage (http://tinyurl.com/h3n328f). For example, the ice river ﬂowing
using a range of species (sharks, bony ﬁshes and crabs) and habi- from the Jakobshavn glacier in Greenland is now travelling at
tats to look for trends in response. Their novel ﬁnding was that a rate of 46 m/day – twice the rate reported in 2003. Despite
predators may be crucial for keeping carbon in the ground and such revelations, policies on climate change remain inadequate
and indeed US President-elect Donald Trump recently proposed
thereby prevent climate change.
a halt to all climate change research at NASA
LUNEs can play a role in galvanising the global policy changes
Putting the sapiens in Homo sapiens
LUNEs are revolutionising the way we view our world. From required to not only halt but reverse these challenges. Promisdeveloping ways to “crowdsource” civility to understanding ingly, many politicians already seem to be aware of the power
the effect of daylight savings time on heart attack risk, childhood of LUNEs. “We are as humans conducting a massive science
obesity and air quality, LUNEs have allowed scientists to test experiment with this planet,” noted current Prime Minister
ideas that are important to social and scientiﬁc progress in real- Malcolm Turnbull in 2010. Despite this, he concluded, we
“have a deep and abiding obligation to this planet and to the
world settings.
Why does this matter? Because history tells us that it is neces- generations that will come after us.”
sary to demonstrate that human activities have an ecosystem- Shanta Barley and Jessica Meeuwig are based at the Centre for Marine Futures and School
wide effect before changes in policy can occur. It’s widely agreed of Animal Biology at The University of Western Australia.
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What We Can Learn
from Pickpockets
JACK BROOKS
Scientists are using the perceptual trickery of pickpockets and magicians as a new tool to
study perceptual processing in the brain.
man is walking through a bustling marketplace.
He can feel the heat of the midday sun beating
down on his back. He stops to peruse the spice
stalls; the range of colours creates an explosion
on the retina at the back of his eyes. The shouts
of people bartering over grocery prices ring in his ears, masking
the chatter and footsteps of others wandering the market.
Hungry, hot and tired, he stops for a snack – the scents of the
street food have gotten to him. He pauses here to make his
choice, his mind momentarily unaware of the overpowering
sensory stimuli of the marketplace, before turning to walk back
to his hotel room. He reaches into his pocket but to his shock
his wallet is missing. In this case he was the mark of a street pick-

A

pocket. This practice is commonly associated with this kind of
scene, but is performed equally well on stage by magicians.
Let’s venture into a pickpocketing act, with each move brieﬂy
deconstructed using our current understanding of perception.
A magician calls for a volunteer from the audience. An old
man is selected; he is wearing a coat and slacks. The magician
holds him by the wrist and guides him up to the stage. Unbeknown to everyone the magician has already taken the man’s
watch. By the time the watch was removed he had created the
illusion that the watch was still on the wrist. It will be produced
later.
Why was the man unaware that his watch had been taken?
Touch receptors on the skin respond to sustained stimulation
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by reducing how much they ﬁre. This enables them to be more
sensitive to the present environment.
Similarly my research has been able to change how participants perceive the heaviness of a stack of weights
(http://tinyurl.com/jv8ozqd). To lift the weights, the brain
creates a motor command to contract the muscles in the right
pattern. For instance, as your arms fatigue while carrying a suitcase, you have to increase the motor command to the muscles.
Additionally the suitcase feels heavier. The scientiﬁc consensus
was that this sense of heaviness arises from a corollary of the
motor command, not from sensory input from receptors in
the muscle.
In our experiments we used fatiguing exercise and muscle
vibration to reduce the sensory input returning to the brain
from these receptors. If these receptors contribute to heaviness
then less sensory input from them should equate to the weight
feeling lighter. Indeed, we found that weights lifted by participants after conditioning were perceived to be slightly lighter.
Our experiments suggested that both the motor command and
muscle receptors contribute to the sense of heaviness.
The bulk of sensory processing and integration of these
signals occurs in the brain. For example, the majority of amputees
experience a painful phantom limb even though the severed
nerves are not the primary cause of the pain. A few decades ago
neuroscientists attributed the pain to central causes.
Prior to this, in 1965 Roger Melzack and Patrick Wall
proposed the gate control theory of pain in Science. This postulates that touch “closes the gate” so that painful stimuli no
longer reach the brain. You may have experienced this yourself, bumping your knee and rubbing it to make it feel better.
Our stage magician makes use of a similar principle that the
sensation from a “greater force supersedes that of a lesser force”.
As the audience volunteer is not standing close enough to the
stage, the magician pushes him with both hands on the chest to
give the audience a better view. At around the same time the
magician removes the man’s pen from his outer breast pocket.
A 2016 study in Cognition (http://tinyurl.com/huuygdx) by
Dr Lee Walsh of The University of NSW concurs that when
two touches to the skin are applied at the same time, the greater
force contributes more to the percept than the smaller force.
However, the smaller force is still perceived.
There are multiple mechanisms through which such an effect
could occur, but the data suggest that the most salient or intense
stimuli makes the largest contribution to the percept. This
makes sense, especially when one considers that processing of
sensory input from the skin is more limited than our other
senses. Although magicians do use misdirection in space, it is
misdirection in time that is much more effective.
Dissociating events in time is at the very heart of magic. It
allows magicians to create the illusion that the effect has been
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Illusionist David Blaine performs card
tricks up close with Bill Gates, Henry
Kissinger and Michael Bloomberg.
Credit: Specs212

caused by something else, as the audience is not focused on the
move when it occurs.
At this juncture the magician produces the man’s watch.
The audience members wonder how he took the watch as he
was just touching the man’s chest.
To differentiate events arising from self and those from the
outside world it’s necessary to predict the sensation arising
from self-generated movements. This ability is degraded in
schizophrenia and other mental health conditions. In one experiment published in JAMA Psychiatry (http://tinyurl.com/
jn3nhd5), participants pushed with their right ﬁnger on an
apparatus that transferred an equal force to their left ﬁnger at
either the same time or after a delay. The experimenters used
functional magnetic resonance imaging to scan the somatosensory cortex, which is responsible for processing touch stimuli.
In healthy controls there was less activity here when the force
transfer was simultaneous, while in schizophrenics there was
equal activity in both simultaneous and delayed conditions.
This group also completed a hallucination score to quantify the severity of their symptoms. This score correlated with
their lack of sensory attenuation. These observations build on
the literature to suggest that schizophrenics are less able to
predict the sensation generated by their own movements.
Perceived causality can also be changed by later events after
the effect, which can alter our recall of what the effect was
and how it was done. This is a pertinent issue in eyewitness
testimony.

The magician continues his act with a card trick. He stands
to the right of the volunteer and hands him a deck of cards to
shuﬄe. As the cards are shuﬄed, the magician reaches over
with his right hand and begins procuring cards from the man’s
breast pocket.
Later in the act the magician reaches into his own pocket
and reveals a number of items he has taken from the man’s
pocket. The man was fooled in this trick by change blindness,
but how was the audience fooled?
The magician used each procured card to hide the pickpocketed items from the audience’s view. Belgian experimental
psychologist Albert Michotte lumped these effects under the
umbrella of amodal perception, where we perceive an object
but do not “see” it.
An example of this was a study overseen by Dr Anne Aimola
Davies of The Australian National University in which participants viewed a magician procuring and vanishing an invisible
object (http://tinyurl.com/gpgptyr). Almost one in three participants reported seeing an object even though it didn’t exist.
The authors interpreted this to be consistent with top-down
processing, where we make inferences about what we perceive
based on expectation. In the context within which the trick
was shown, the participants’ expectation that the object existed
outweighed sensory evidence from the stimulus that it did not
exist.
Top-down processing may also drive phantom limb perception. Can it be exploited to attenuate the pain sensation? In

some amputees the brain has a wealth of experience with a limb
but only a small amount of sensory experience of it not existing.
This makes treating phantom limb pain using illusions a diﬃcult task.
In the rubber hand illusion, one arm is placed out of view,
with a dummy arm placed above it. Viewing someone touching
the dummy arm at the same time as feeling touch on the arm
that is out of the view creates a robust illusion that the dummy
arm is part of the participant’s arm.
A 2016 study published in Pain (http://tinyurl.com/gofzxao)
found that the rubber hand illusion can cause changes in the
temperature and histamine reactivity of the hidden arm,
suggesting that the illusion has potential to modulate pain.
However, the study’s meta-analysis found that illusions of
embodiment do not modulate pain.
The researchers also reviewed the therapeutic potential of
mirror box therapy, where a mirror is placed above the affected
limb (or where the amputated limb would be) in such a way that
when the patient looks at it they see their other limb. If the
unaffected limb is touched or moved about they feel touch or
movement of the phantom limb. Mirror box therapy was
invented by Vilayanur Ramachandran, who also found that
when phantom limb patients were touched on their face they
sometimes felt touch on the phantom limb. This has been interpreted as a reorganisation of the brain’s map of the body.
Mirror box therapy may work through a similar mechanism,
but the Pain review concluded it only shows potential when
multiple sessions are undertaken – the analysis found that one
session of mirror box therapy has no effect.
For the ﬁrst time scientists have begun studying sense of
limb ownership in animals (http://tinyurl.com/zetslxp). Further
animal studies may help us learn how to treat neurological
disorders and develop better prosthetic limbs.
But returning to our friend on the street: how was he pickpocketed? The magician surreptitiously grasped a hold of his
wallet and waited. As the man turned and walked away he did
all the work himself. He fell victim to tactile suppression: the
reduced sensitivity of our skin during movement.
Modern pickpockets have built on these methods and created
new ones, and have largely stuck to the rule in the magic community of nondisclosure of their methods. However, in the past
decade world-class magicians have been divulging their methods
to psychologists, working with them to design tricks to further
our understanding of the brain. This generation of magicians
is deeply aware that perception underlies their tricks. Renowned
pickpocket Apollo Robbins says: “It doesn’t matter if people are
aware of how I work, or even what I’m going to do. They still
won’t catch it..
Jack Brooks is a PhD student investigating touch perception and body representations in the
School of Medical Sciences at The University of NSW. The methods described are provided
for the purposes of the article only.
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VEGEMITE?
Can You Make Beer from the Yeast in

EDWARD KERR & BENJAMIN SCHULZ
Vegemite is made from the spent yeast left over from the fermentation of beer.
Can it be recycled to produce Vegemite beer, and how does it taste?

ove it or loathe it, Vegemite is one of Australia’s
most iconic products. It was ﬁrst manufactured
in 1922 by Cyril P. Callister in Melbourne from
yeast left over after beer brewing, but can it be used
to make beer?
The key ingredients in beer are malted barley, hops, water
and yeast. The sugars and nutrients released from the barley
are used as food by the yeast, which ferments the sugars into
ethanol and carbon dioxide, providing the alcohol and bubbles
for beer. The barley can contribute ﬂavour characters through
different varieties or roasting, while the hops add a pleasant
bitterness and protect the beer from infection.
Because yeast grows during fermentation, a large amount
of spent yeast is produced for every batch of beer made. Vegemite
is a food spread made from this leftover yeast. After collecting
the spent yeast sludge, the yeast cells are broken open by the addition of salt and heat. No yeast should be able to survive this
process, making it very unlikely Vegemite could be used as a
source of yeast in beer brewing.
Nonetheless, in recent years Vegemite has been reportedly
used in prisons and dry communities as an ingredient in illicit
homebrew. Is this possible?
We set out to investigate. We ﬁrst found that there was no
living yeast in Vegemite. Instead, we found that Vegemite
provides many of the nutrients needed for yeast to grow.
Nothing happened when we mixed sugar and yeast, or yeast

L
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and vegemite, or
sugar and vegemite.
However, all three
together – sugar,
vegemite and a source
of live yeast – were all that
was needed to make Vegemite
beer.
To test if any live yeast remained
in Vegemite we spread Vegemite on agar
plates with a rich source of nutrients. This is
how we routinely grow yeast for research. Nothing
grew on these plates, indicating that there were no
living yeast in Vegemite.
In beer production, the malted barley provides the yeast
with not only sugar but also protein and other nutrients. Was
Vegemite providing these other nutrients?
We tested if fermentation occurred in solutions of sugar
with different amounts of Vegemite added. Nothing happened
without the addition of live yeast. If we added live yeast to the
solution of sugar alone, no fermentation could be measured.
However, fermentation was vigorous if we added live yeast to
the solutions with sugar and any amount of Vegemite.
We conﬁrmed this using an analytical technique called gas
chromatography that measured the exact concentration of
alcohol in a solution. Ethanol was found at roughly 3% in every

“... in recent years Vegemite has
been reportedly used in prisons
and dry communities as an
ingredient in illicit homebrew.”
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sample with yeast
and Vegemite. This is
roughly the same amount as any
mid-strength beer in Australia.
If Vegemite does not contain any yeast,
where is the yeast coming from in illicit homebrew?
Yeast is found almost everywhere in the natural environment:
on fruit, plants, animals and insects. These yeasts might not
make the tastiest beer, but they are certainly easy to get.
This leads to the question of how Vegemite beer tastes. Being
keen homebrewers ourselves, we leapt at the chance to try out

an exciting
new type of beer.
Our ﬁrst batch
was made with table
sugar, a healthy spoonful
of Vegemite and standard
brewers’ yeast. While alcoholic,
this was disappointingly thin and
bland, with a disturbing, pungent,
yeasty aftertaste.
Undeterred, and remembering that our
experiments had shown that fermentation took
place even with very little added Vegemite, we reﬁned our
recipe. We found that sugar for the desired alcohol content
and only a very small amount of Vegemite provided a ﬂexible
base to which all manner of ingredients could be added. Hops
or ginger added bitterness, brown sugar gave tasty caramels,
rolled oats gave a full mouthfeel, and a little yoghurt made a
palatable sour.
Vegemite beer is cheap, but maybe it will also open a whole
new world of homebrewing possibilities for the adventurous.
Edward Kerr and Benjamin Schulz are based at The University of Queensland’s School of
Chemistry and Molecular Biosciences. The study described here has been published in PeerJ
(http://tinyurl.com/hw62dje).
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Fox carcasses are often strung up along fences, reminding landholders
in the area of the continuing threat they pose to livestock. Credit: mattinbgn

Does Culling Work?
THOMAS NEWSOME, LILY VAN EEDEN, BILLIE LAZENBY & CHRISTOPHER DICKMAN
Culling of pests such as foxes, feral cats and dingoes can have unexpected and completely
undesirable effects.
ildlife managers face the twin tasks of
monitoring animal populations and
intervening to correct their numbers if
they are perceived to be heading in the
wrong direction. On the one hand,
declining populations may be targeted for recovery, especially
if they represent threatened species or have other values that we
wish to maintain. On the other hand, rapidly increasing or
already-overabundant populations will often be subject to
control.
“Traditional” pest species such as rabbits and foxes fall into
this latter category, but so too do native species such as koalas
and large kangaroos at certain times or locations. Culling is
often advocated to reduce population numbers.
Culling is a management option that aims to remove some
animals from a population and thereby reduce to acceptable
levels the damage that they appear to be causing. However,
what is considered “acceptable damage” varies greatly. Thus,
modest culling of fox populations may be suﬃcient in sheepgrazing areas, especially at times when no lambs are present
and at risk of being killed, but more aggressive culling might be
needed if small or threatened populations of wildlife need to be
protected.
In Sydney, for example, the small and endangered population of little penguins at Manly is sometimes exposed to

W
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marauding foxes. Here, the loss of any penguins is likely to
compromise the survival of the population, and the only level
of culling that will ensure its persistence is the complete, or
almost complete, removal of the intruding predators.
Although culling is often considered essential, it remains a
controversial option for managers to employ. If a species is
introduced, widely accepted to be damaging to native wildlife
or agricultural interests, or occurs in remote areas, culling will
often be carried out with public approval.
For example, recent operations that culled hundreds of thousands of feral camels in central Australia raised nary an eyebrow,
but initiatives to cull much smaller numbers of feral horses, or
brumbies, from alpine and sub-alpine areas regularly raise howls
of protest even though the damage caused by horses to high
country environments has been well documented. Of course,
people generally have more aﬃnity and closer associations with
horses than they do with camels, so emotional responses are
not surprising.
Culling of native wildlife is also contentious, especially if it
involves large, cute, charismatic or iconic species such as ﬂying
foxes, dingoes, kangaroos or overabundant populations of
koalas. In all these examples, debates about culling are often
loud and emotive.
In the case of dingoes, the merits of lethal control are continually being debated, yet shooting, trapping and poison baiting

are carried out across much of the continent. Dingo or “wild
dog” management is conducted primarily to protect livestock,
particularly in sheep-grazing country south of the dingo fence.
The dingo is legally protected to some degree in most states,
including Victoria, where it is listed under the Flora and Fauna
Guarantee Act 2008. However, in a controversial move, the
Victorian government recently announced that it will reintroduce a bounty to promote lethal control of dingoes and other
canids. This change comes approximately a year after the
previous bounty program was axed.
For all the resources and emotional energies that are spent
on culling, you would be forgiven for thinking that the science
of culling operations is well-known and that success is inevitable
when operations are properly planned and executed. Well, yes
and no. Culling should work if the size of a pest population is
known, if removal methods are available and will reduce the
population size and impact by a desired amount, and if the rate
of recovery is known.
However, satisfying all of these “ifs” can be a tall order, and
two recent studies show that small-scale culling operations can
have not just unexpected effects but also completely undesirable ones.
In the ﬁrst study we assessed whether ground shooting is
effective at reducing fox density in the southern highlands of
New South Wales where sheep, primarily, are grazed. To do
so we estimated the density of foxes from spotlight counts
before and after a fox cull. Prior to culling we estimated that the
density of foxes was 4.18 individuals per square kilometre; a
density similar to estimates in other Australian agricultural
regions.
We thought we would greatly reduce the fox population by
removing 47 individuals in 12 nights of ground shooting, but
our results suggest that this did not happen. In fact, we made
hardly a dent in the population, with the density estimate after
control being 3.26 foxes per square kilometre – a reduction of
only 0.92 individuals per square kilometre.
What is worse is that we spent a considerable amount of
time and money conducting the cull: 66 hours at a cost of
around $1500. This included driving
around for about 400 km in a 4WD
or quad bike looking for foxes. We also
drove 100 km to procure ammunition
and equipment. At the end of it all, we
wondered whether the effort was
worth it.
While we didn’t estimate whether
the fox cull helped to reduce fox predaBroad-scale culling of camels occurs
across Australia but receives little
public or media interest.

Culling of feral horses, or brumbies, is met with strong public
opposition in Australia. Credit: Cowboy Dave

tion on sheep, we do know that our culling program was ineffective at reducing fox density. This result was unsurprising in
some respects; other studies have suggested that small-scale and
isolated control programs do not effectively reduce fox density.
Our study conﬁrmed that assumption. Overwhelmingly, rapid
immigration of foxes from neighbouring areas is cited as the
key reason why uncoordinated control operations frequently
fail.
But despite our study demonstrating that ground shooting
is ineffective at reducing fox density, recreational hunters, land
managers and property owners in Australia and elsewhere
throughout the world continue to promote and use this management strategy.
Perhaps the results of our second study below will help to
sway public opinion. In this study in southern Tasmania, we
monitored the effectiveness of small-scale control of feral cats
at three sites. Feral cats were monitored with remote cameras
before, during and after a 13-month pulse of low-level culling
at two of the sites.
Surprisingly we found that the number of individual feral cats
identiﬁed by remote cameras actually increased by 75 and 211%,
respectively, at the two culling sites by the end of the culling
period before stabilising to pre-cull levels.
This result demonstrates that the rate of culling was not
greater than the rate of replacement. Given that culling was

Credit: Josef Schoﬁeld AWC 2010
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Feral cat numbers actually increased during a culling program in
southern Tasmania. Credit: glynnis2009

Credit: Harley Kingston

conducted over a short period of time relative to the reproductive rate of feral cats, we suspect that the removal of dominant cats released their territories for other cats, and this resulted
in a temporary inﬂux of new individuals from surrounding
areas – just like foxes in the ﬁrst study.
So the question remains: does culling work? Under some
circumstances we can conﬁdently say yes, but under others the
answer is more likely to be no. Here’s why.
On the one hand, culling can be an effective tool in some situations, particularly if the objective is to eradicate. For instance,
feral cats were successfully extirpated from Macquarie Island as
part of an ongoing and coordinated management action. Similarly, culling may be justiﬁed if the culling operation successfully
removes problematic individuals or results in fewer losses of
native wildlife and/or stock.
But our studies on foxes and cats demonstrate the need for
cullers to better understand how the target animals will respond

The red fox has had a catastrophic impact on native Australian
wildlife since its arrival in European settlement, as well as
becoming an agricultural pest by preying on lambs and poultry.
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to the cull. If the culling effort
cannot be sustained over a long
enough period and is not intensive,
then neighbouring or young
dispersing individuals will simply
ﬁll the void that we create for them
in the landscapes.
In some cases the cull could also
disrupt the social structure of the
target population and result in
more breeding individuals or more
nuisance animals. As an example,
the eﬃcacy of dingo culling varies
considerably depending on the
intensity of the operation, and in
some instances population reductions can be short-lived. A study in Queensland also showed that
culling can result in changes to the age structures and group
sizes of dingo populations, and this sometimes leads to increased
predation on cattle.
Similar conclusions have been reached from studies on
coyotes in the USA. In fact, it’s often argued that recreational
hunting can help to reduce the negative impacts of coyotes on
human enterprises such as livestock ranching. However, even
if the offending predators are removed, they are quickly replaced
by other individuals. Just like foxes and feral cats in our studies,
coyotes are far too resilient to be affected by most eradication
programs, let alone from derbies or recreational hunting because
high rates of human-caused mortality are required to reduce
coyote abundance.
So where does this leave wildlife managers who have the
responsibility of controlling rapidly increasing or overabundant
populations?
Despite considerable advances in our understanding of the
driving forces behind the distribution and abundance of animal
populations over the years, wildlife managers are often left
making decisions based on incomplete information. Ecological research can play a pivotal role in addressing some of these
knowledge gaps. So, too, can advances in technology, such as
remote cameras that allow for the monitoring of cryptic species
such as foxes and cats.
In the meantime, any management intervention that may
involve culling should be preceded by a sound plan that includes
ongoing monitoring of the success of the operation. We know
that culling can work, but we need to improve our record of
documenting successes as well as failures so that we can increase
the odds of management success in future.
Thomas Newsome is a postdoctoral researcher at Deakin University and The University of
Sydney. Lily van Eeden is a PhD candidate and Christopher Dickman is Professor in Ecology
at The University of Sydney. Billie Lazenby is a wildlife ecologist in the Tasmanian
Department of Primary Industries, Parks, Water and Environment.
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EVAN GRAY
We’ve agreed to limit the rise in global temperature to 2°C, but how will we do it?

t the United Nations Climate Conference in
December 2015, world leaders agreed to limit the
global average temperature rise to 2°C, and to
work towards an even lower rise of 1.5°C. The
big question is: how?
Can we keep burning fossil fuels but capture the carbon dioxide
generated? Is a world powered by renewable energy feasible?
Should we build more nuclear power stations?
Pundits on all sides of the energy debate insist on these and
other solutions, but we hear little about whatever evidence exists
for their impact on a global scale. Let’s look at the evidence and
how it relates to the 2°C goal.

A

The 2° Scenario
The International Energy Agency’s (IEA) 2°C scenario envisions
a transformation of the global energy supply to cut CO2 emissions by almost 60% by 2050 compared with 2013. This has at least
a 50% chance of limiting the temperature increase to 2°C.

Realising the 2°C scenario requires ﬁrst that emissions of CO2
fall very swiftly. Continuing to emit CO2 at the present rate and
recapturing it from the atmosphere is not an option because no
existing technology can be scaled up fast enough.
The immediate and urgent challenge is therefore to greatly
diminish CO2 emissions. This implies rapid deployment of
energy generators that emit little or no CO2, either because
they don’t generate any during operation or because their CO2
emissions are captured and sequestered before entering the
atmosphere.

The Fossil Fuel Problem
According to the IEA’s Key World Energy Statistics 2016
(http://tinyurl.com/h85cnqx), 80.1% of the world’s primary
energy supply in 2015 was from fossil fuels – coal, oil and natural
gas – whose combustion to liberate useable energy for electricity generation, transport and industry emits CO2. Coal is
the worst offender, liberating about 0.9 kg of CO2 per kWh
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of electricity produced in a typical black coal-ﬁred power station.
The ﬁgures for oil and natural gas are somewhat less.
Fossil fuels are ancient stores of chemical energy that are accessible, easy to use and cheap. The process of forming fossil fuels
from dead plants is, on the other hand, geologically slow. We are
burning fossil fuels much faster than they are replenished through
natural capture of CO2 from the atmosphere – hence the buildup of atmospheric CO2.

What Are Our Options?
Does all this mean that we have to use less energy on a global scale?
Is there enough to support the global economy in the long term,
especially as poorer countries industrialise? Can we instead use
energy from a different source? For instance, if we all drove batteryor fuel-cell electric cars, wouldn’t that help?
It certainly wouldn’t help if the electricity or hydrogen came
from fossil fuels, because the CO2 emissions would be displaced
to the point of energy production, not avoided. Electrical energy
accessed without generating CO2 would solve this problem in
principle, although we should carefully examine solutions that
sound simple.
The Scale of the Energy Problem
According to the Key World Energy Statistics 2016, the amount
of energy used on Earth in its ﬁnal useful form is about 110,000
TWh/year. About 22% of the ﬁnal energy used (about 24,000
TWh/year is provided as electricity.

Now for a key point. Electricity generation accounts for much
more of the total energy used than 22% because the thermal eﬃciency of coal-ﬁred power stations is about 37%. Therefore about
64,000 TWh of thermal energy would be required to generate
24,000 TWh of electricity by this means. Furthermore, the fraction of total energy demanded as electricity will increase as the
transport sector moves away from oil-derived fuels.
An enormous and growing amount of energy is directed to
electricity generation, which explains why the IEA’s 2°C scenario
has such a strong focus on electricity supply. Clearly, we must use
much less fossil-fuel energy or succeed in sequestering the CO2
on a grand scale. Is that feasible?

Carbon Sequestration
Carbon capture and storage (CCS) has been demonstrated at
pilot scale. According to the Global CCS Institute’s 2015 Summary
Report (http://tinyurl.com/gor2sbf), 15 projects are currently in
operation with a combined storage capacity of 28 Mt of CO2 per
year. Seven projects are under construction and another 23 projects
are in planning, taking the total present and immediately projected
capacity to about 80 Mt per annum.
At 0.9 kg CO2 per kWh of electricity produced, 80 Mt of
annual storage capacity corresponds to approximately 90 TWh
of electricity from black coal. However, our annual electricity use
is about 23,000 TWh, or about 250 times more.
The IEA’s 2°C scenario demands less: a cumulative emissions
reduction of nearly 50 Gt from 2016 to 2050, or an average of
about 1.5 Gt per annum. This is nearly 20 times the currently
planned capacity of CCS.
A 20-fold expansion in carbon sequestration capacity within
just several decades is scarcely feasible, and coal/CCS as the major
clean electricity supply technology is certainly not feasible.

vencav/Adobe
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Nuclear Energy
Nuclear power provides about 11% of global electricity (http://tinyurl.com/h85cnqx).
According to the World Nuclear Association (http://tinyurl.com/gqagwzd),
nuclear can supply at least 200 years
of energy with current reactor technology at the present consumption rate. Using fast breeder
reactor technology would
extend this time to many
thousands of years.
But there are three practical problems with contemplating nuclear power for
supplying the majority of
the current global electricity
demand. First, the “reasonably assured reserves” would
only last a few decades at this
higher rate of consumption if
used in conventional reactors.
Second, the lead time for nuclear
power stations presently averages around
10 years. Third, breeder reactor technology
is not commercial at any signiﬁcant scale. Therefore a rapid scale-up to provide most of the world’s
electricity seems no more feasible than grand-scale carbon
sequestration.
Nuclear fusion has for decades been said to be decades away,
and appears still to be so as a commercial proposition despite
amazing feats of technology in achieving ever-higher plasma
temperatures and longer fusion times.
Sustainable Energy Sources
Instead of assuming that we irreversibly consume resources
found on Earth, suppose we tap into energy that arrives anyway.
The surface of the Earth receives energy from two main sources
– the Sun and geothermal energy. Geothermal heating corresponds to about 44 TW of power. This is a big resource, with
a contribution to electricity production expected to grow to
104 TWh (electric) by 2020 according to the IEA.
Yet this is dwarfed by the solar power the Earth receives.
The power received from the Sun is on average 1366 W/m2 of
area perpendicular to the line between the Earth and the Sun.
Multiplying this by the area of the Earth seen from the Sun
gives a total intercepted power of 174,000 TW, or 1,520,000,000
TWh per annum. This is 14,500 times our current global energy
consumption! About 1000 W/m2 reaches the surface of the
Earth near the Equator at midday in clear conditions.
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Around 5% of the incoming annual solar radiation ends up as
atmospheric wind, and around 10% of that ends up as waves. Not
all of the available solar radiation or wind or wave energy could
be intercepted, of course, but our present energy usage is so tiny
by comparison that an area about 600 km × 600 km near the
Equator, with a dry climate, covered with common solar photovoltaic panels could supply the world’s entire present energy
requirement as electricity. To supply just the present global demand
for electricity (22% of all energy used), less than 300 km × 300 km
and around 2.5 TW average power would suﬃce.
This thought experiment isn’t a proposal to build such a
generator. It establishes the principle that our energy consumption is able to be satisﬁed by an area of solar collection that is
tiny compared with the size of any of the continents.
The installed cost of photovoltaic systems is crashing. Even
small residential systems are approaching USD0.50 per peak
Watt. A further fall in cost by a factor of two for large systems
is reasonable in the near future. At USD0.25 per peak Watt, our
hypothetical 2.5 TW average generator would require a peak
power capacity of about 8 TW and therefore cost about USD$2
trillion. This enormous sum is about 3 years of military spending
by the USA and a small fraction of its gross debt of about
USD$23 trillion.
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An area of less than 300 km × 300 km covered in solar panels could supply the present
global demand for electricity. Credit: Jürgen Fälchle/Adobe

Is there capacity in global industry to undertake this mighty feat?
A 2015 study by the Fraunhofer Institute for Solar Energy Systems
(http://tinyurl.com/gwutt3g) concluded that global installed
photovoltaic capacity could exceed 30 TW peak power by 2050,
well above the IEA’s prediction and enough to supply our current
electricity requirement several times over.
Already the distributed photovoltaic resource in Queensland
represents the second-largest power station in the state, with a
peak capacity of some 1.5 GW. In South Australia the installed
wind power capacity is similar, supplying around 40% of the electricity used there in 2014.
The take-away message is that solar power can supply our
conceivable energy needs many times over. In response to the
obvious retort from sceptics – “if it’s so good, why aren’t we doing
it?” – we have to acknowledge that solar power is inconveniently
low in energy density compared with coal or uranium mines and
conventional or nuclear power stations, and its availability is not
constant. On the other hand, we can now generate solar electricity more cheaply than we can buy coal-ﬁred electricity, and
that’s before factoring in real societal costs in health care associated with burning fossil fuels.
The biggest problem with solar energy is its intermittency: we
need to solve the puzzle of storing enough solar energy to bridge
the gaps in availability. For this reason a vast increase in the capacity
to store energy in a form that’s compatible with our electricity
supply must go hand-in-hand with the accelerated roll-out of
solar electricity capacity.
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The beginning of this transformation is already apparent in
the demand for residential battery storage systems to go with solar
photovoltaics. Once again, the required feat at the grand scale
seems mighty, but in contrast to GW-scale centralised CCS
schemes or nuclear power plants, technologies for the distributed
storage of sustainably captured energy in homes, businesses and
vehicles are with us now.

Where Does That Leave Us?
In developing energy policy we have to choose a strategy somewhere between two extremes. At one extreme is obtaining
energy from convenient and cheap resources that are themselves repositories of anciently stored energy, such as coal and
uranium. The ancient resources are irreversibly consumed and
their stored energy is added to the total current energy budget
of the Earth. This is how we got to where we are with climate
change.
The alternative extreme is to intercept just a little of the vast
amount of energy that arrives at the Earth’s surface in the form
of solar radiation and geothermal heating.
The reality will be somewhere in between. It really does
seem that we can choose to sustainably power our society and
make the 2°C scenario happen, as long as the roll-out of energy
storage keeps pace with the displacement of fossil fuel technologies by renewables.
Evan Gray is Professor of Physics in the School of Natural Sciences at Griffith University. This
is a modified version of a technical article published in Australian Physics.

The Role of

Gut Microbes
in Autism

ELISA HILL-YARDIN & ASHLEY FRANKS

Gut microbes can modify our mood and even change our behaviour. They’ve now been
implicated in a neuronal mutation found in the gut and brain of autistic patients.
utism and gut problems go hand-in-hand. As
well as having impaired social and communication skills plus repetitive and/or restricted
behaviours, patients with autism are four times
more likely to be admitted to hospital with
gastrointestinal issues. Gut problems include constipation that
often alternates with diarrhoea, abdominal pain, bloating and
vomiting. It remains a mystery why gut dysfunction is so
common in autism.

A

Neuronal Genes in Autism
While hundreds of genes contribute to autism, no single gene
is implicated in more than 2–3% of autism cases. Many of the
gene mutations implicated in autism help neurons communicate via synapses between brain cells.
Mice engineered to express these gene mutations have been
helpful in progressing research into autism. When mutations
found in human patients are expressed in mice, the mice also
show autism-like behaviours. Many autism mouse models show
altered brain activity that resembles what is seen in some human
autistic patients due to changes at the synapse.
We are investigating whether faulty connections between
neurons cause gut issues in autism involving changes in microbes.

A Second Brain: The Nervous System of the Gut
The gut has its own brain. The enteric nervous system is made
up of two mesh-like networks of neurons sandwiched between
muscle layers in the gut wall. These large neuronal networks
extend along the length of the gastrointestinal tract from the
mouth to the anus. The neurons regulate gut motility and
the secretion of water and electrolytes into the gut lumen.
Similar to the brain, where different areas vary in neuron
types and connections, gut neurons also differ depending on
their location.
Gut neurons release more than 20 neurotransmitters
including acetylcholine, serotonin and nitric oxide. Gut neurons
come in different shapes and sizes, contain different combinations of neurochemicals, and vary in the way they communicate
in the enteric network. Although the brain and gut communicate
to ﬁne-tune activity throughout life, the gut can function independently from the central nervous system.
Many of the synapse genes mutated in autism are also expressed
in gut neurons. We have been studying mice expressing a mutation in the gene for a synaptic protein called Neuroligin 3. This
mutation has been identiﬁed in autism patients with gastrointestinal issues. The Neuroligin 3 protein maintains stable
synapses and neuronal communication in the brain, and the
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How Do Gut Microbes Fit In?
Our gut contains about 2.5 kg of microorganisms. Like an
ecosystem, these bacteria, fungi and archaea live in an exquisitely
balanced community. Our microbes help digest food, stimulate
the body’s response to infection, and release metabolites that
act on neurons and our immune systems to alter mood. An
imbalance in the gut microbial community, known as dysbiosis,
can both cause disease and be caused by disease. Dysbiosis can
change gut function and lead to alterations in mood and
behaviour.
Gut microbes are essential for the development of our
immune and nervous systems. Altering the balance of microbes
that colonise the gastrointestinal tract in infants can affect
enteric neurons and gut function in early development and
even throughout life.
Early in life, microbes help ensure that our nervous system
develops normally and train our immune system to respond
to infection. In fact, infants with reduced exposure to microbes
during development are more likely to develop allergies. This
interplay between microbes and a fully functional immune
system sets the scene for normal development and healthy
outcomes.

Enteric neurons (red) and glia (green) in the
distal region of the adult mouse colon.
Credit: Anita Leembruggen
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mice we are studying have altered brain activity and behaviours
relevant to autism.
Because Neuroligin 3 is also found in the gut, we reasoned
that some gut problems in autism could be due to wiring glitches
in the enteric nervous system of the gastrointestinal tract. To
look at this we dissected the colons of mice with and without
the mutation and analysed their colonic contractions. Under
some conditions, colons from mutant mice had fewer contractions than colons from those without the mutation. This tells
us that the Neuroligin 3 mutation changes gut function. Because
neurons regulate these contractions, the Neuroligin 3 mutation probably disrupts neural communication in the gut of the
mice.

Microbes Are Shaped by the Environment
Altered microbes in the gastrointestinal tract might be to blame
for gut problems in autism patients. Unfortunately, studies of
microbes in autism so far have not yielded a clear answer. This
is partly because most studies have been poorly designed, with
too few patients included and a lack of consideration of environmental effects like diet and medications. However, differences in the metabolites that microbes utilise as their energy
source have been noted in autistic patients. There are also
reports of altered microbial community structure, such as the
ratio of the bacterial phyla Firmicutes and Bacteroides.
The microbiome responds to a multitude of factors, including
diet, environment and genetics, and these can produce
conﬂicting results in patient studies. People who live in the
same household, work together or even just watch a movie
together have microbial signatures that become more alike over
time. Similarly, the characteristic signatures of faecal microbial populations merge when mice are housed in the same cage.
When designing experiments in mice it is therefore important to remove or control for environmental differences before
we attempt to understand the inﬂuence of genetics.
Microbial Clues to Understanding Autism
To ﬁnd out whether microbes might play a role in gut problems
in autism, we analysed faeces from control and mutant
Neuroligin 3 mice. These mice were housed together in the
same cages since weaning. By co-housing mice we are able to
remove environmental variables and isolate the genetic differ-

Utilisation of carbon sources also gives us insights into events
within the gut. For example, if the utilisation of an amino acid
is reduced, this amino acid may be more readily available for
metabolic reactions in the gastrointestinal tract. This might
then affect overall gut function. Many bacteria also produce
neurotransmitter molecules, so altering microbial communities
could also disrupt gut neuron function.
To ﬁnd how the microbes differ at a community level, we ﬁrst
need to extract DNA from all of the bacteria in the faeces so that
we could estimate microbial diversity in the gut. We found
differences in faecal microbes shortly after weaning, but were
unable to identify the altered microbial types. What we could
demonstrate was that changes to the microbiome were due
speciﬁcally to the Neuroligin 3 mutation. High throughput
16S rRNA gene sequencing then revealed that microbes of the
Firmicutes, Clostridia and Candidate phyla were changed in the
mice.

ences between the mice as the cause of any changes to the microbiomes.
When control and Neuroligin 3 mutant mice were housed
together, their faecal microbial communities still differed, both
in terms of microbial types and their function. We collected
mouse faeces over several weeks and saw different microbial
populations in juvenile mice that were 5 weeks old. Adult mice
at 9 weeks of age still showed effects on microbe function as a
community.
These ﬁndings suggest that the Neuroligin 3 mutation found
in autism patients inﬂuences the composition of gut microbes
and affects neural function in the mice. While diet, exercise
and other external factors had previously been implicated in
these changes, this was the ﬁrst time that a speciﬁc gene could
cause such signiﬁcant changes in the microbiome.

Probing Faeces for Microbes
Mouse faeces contain a huge diversity of microbial species. To
investigate this diversity we can examine which microbes are
present and which metabolites these microbes are consuming
or producing. If we ﬁnd differences we can then study why this
might occur.
To ﬁnd out about how microbes function in different
samples, we measured the ability of the microbe community
to consume carbon sources. Microbial communities can contain
the same microbes yet function differently, and vice versa. These
ﬁndings tell us that the same bacteria can perform different
functions in different conditions.

Future Directions: Microbes and Our Minds
The microbiome is incredibly diverse and performs many
different functions. By examining both the function and the
structure of the microbial community, researchers can predict
possible effects on gut function.
We want to understand how microbes interact with the
enteric nervous system in autism. Our next step is to recruit
the immune system to target and restore the balance of gut
microbes in the Neuroligin 3 mice in an effort to lessen their
gut issues. To do this we will use polyclonal antibodies to educate
the mouse immune system so that the microbiome can become
more like healthy individuals. Like a clinical trial, we will treat
control and mutant mice with a commercial compound that
stimulates the immune system, and compare our ﬁndings to
mice given a placebo.
If changes in gut contractions are caused by faulty synapses
in Neuroligin 3 mice, the pattern of microbes along the length
of the gut could be disrupted. As part of this study we will
sample microbes from different regions of the gut to determine
if these are different in mice expressing the mutation identiﬁed in autism patients. Ultimately, we also want to know if
changing the microbiome can inﬂuence behaviour in these
mice.
How gut microbes modify mood and even change our
behaviour is not well understood, but connections between
the gut and the brain are involved. By modulating gut microbes
we hope that we will ﬁnd new ways to relieve gut disorders and
potentially other traits such as anxiety and sleep issues in autism.
This study is a step along the road towards discovering the
mechanisms of this interaction.
Elisa Hill is an ARC Future Fellow in Physiology at The University of Melbourne. Ashley
Franks is Head of Applied and Environmental Microbiology at La Trobe University.
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Pride, Prejudice
and Persistence
PAUL EDWARDS
It took two decades for William Paterson to persuade his patron Sir Joseph Banks
to recognise his achievements through membership of the Royal Society.
ieutenant Colonel William Paterson, Lieutenant
Governor of the colony of NSW and founder of
the city of Launceston, was an enthusiastic amateur
naturalist. He maintained a passion for natural
history all his life. When his patron, the Countess
of Strathmore (the fourth great grandmother of Queen Elizabeth II), withdrew ﬁnancial support after her second marriage,
he joined the army and gained the patronage of Sir Joseph
Banks, “the father of Australia”. Banks’ long reluctance to
support Paterson’s attempts to join the Royal Society can be
explained by the mix of politics, personality and social class
that characterised British science, at home and in the colonies,
towards the end of the English Enlightenment.

L

The Rise of Joseph Banks
James Cook’s ﬁrst voyage to the Paciﬁc, to observe the 1769
transit of Venus in Tahiti and then to search for the unknown
southern continent Terra Australis Incognita, launched the
career of Joseph Banks, then only 28 years old. Like Paterson
at the same age, Banks was an enthusiastic and personable young
amateur naturalist. However, unlike Paterson, he had inherited considerable wealth and property and had inﬂuential aristocratic, scientiﬁc and naval connections in London. These
undoubtedly aided his election to the Royal Society at the age
of 23 after his ﬁrst expedition abroad to Newfoundland and
Labrador. They also gained a place for him and his large party
on the Endeavour 2 years later, travelling (at his own expense)
on one of the most important sea voyages of discovery ever
made.
Following his triumphant return from the Paciﬁc voyage in
1772, Banks developed a cordial relationship with King George
III. Thousands of the botanical specimens that he and botanist
Daniel Solander had collected found their way to the Royal
Botanic Gardens at Kew, and Banks became its unoﬃcial
director. Although lampooned in the press for his amorous
exploits in Tahiti and as a dilettante (known at the time as the
“Macaroni”), he became prominent in London society. Elected
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President of the Royal Society in 1778, he
succeeded Sir John Pringle, who held the
presidency with the support of the Whigs,
who were in political decline.

The Struggle of
William Paterson
Paterson, coming from a remote and humble
Scottish hamlet, had to work harder for his
fellowship of the Royal Society. He covered
nearly 10,000 km on four physically
demanding South African expeditions, penetrated further into the interior of the Cape
Colony than any other botanist, and collected
a rich haul of seeds, bulbs, plants and fauna
for Lady Strathmore, his demanding patron.
At the end, saddled with debt and in hiding from his London
creditors, he was unable to present his discoveries to the Royal
Society or to publish an account of them. However much of his
hard-earned collection found its way into museums, plant nurseries and gardens. His giraffe skin and skeleton, the ﬁrst to
arrive in Britain, caused a sensation when stuffed and exhibited by surgeon John Hunter.
Trained as a horticulturalist, Paterson had optimistically
planned to study botany in Sweden, home of Carl Linnaeus,
famed taxonomist and promoter of the new binary nomenclature of genus and species. This plan had to be sacriﬁced too.
Faced with ﬁnancial ruin in 1781, Paterson earned himself a
commission as an ensign by guiding a British squadron down
the southern African coast to make a surprise attack on the
Dutch ﬂeet at the Cape. He then served with the British army
in India for the next 4 years before returning to Britain.
In 1786 he wrote to Banks, “... in my way to the East Indies,
with the 98th Regiment, I met with an electrical ﬁsh, which
has hitherto escaped the observation of naturalists”. Paterson
asked Banks to bring his letter to the attention of the Society.
Banks duly obliged his protégé by publishing the letter in the

famous demonstration of the electrical character of lightning by
ﬂying a kite with a wet string during a thunderstorm. Both tests
utilised the ﬂow of “electric ﬂuid” (charge) along an electrical
conductor from a higher to a lower potential.
At Walsh’s request, Henry Cavendish successfully modelled
the torpedo ray’s effects with an assembly of submerged Leyden
jars, and surgeon Hunter dissected its internal “battery-like”
electric organs. Twenty years later Alessandro Volta invented the
voltaic pile, the progenitor of the modern electric battery, an
example of man imitating nature. Walsh, worried by the absence
of the visible spark that was supposedly a signature of the “electric ﬂuid”, ﬁnally managed to raise a spark from the freshwater
South American “electric eel” Electrophorus electricus. Cavendish
and Volta later explained this in terms of the much higher (and
lethal) potential difference (more than 500 V) between the
freshwater eel’s head and long tail.
Following Franklin’s departure from England in 1775, the
focus of research in animal electricity, and “electrics” generally,
shifted from Britain to the continent, to return only after
Humphry Davy and Michael Faraday brilliantly exploited
Volta’s invention of the electric battery in the following century.

Colonel William Paterson’s 1799 portrait.
William Owen (1799), Courtesy State Library of NSW, Call Number DG175

Society’s Philosophical Transactions, and the fashionable
Gentleman’s Magazine carried the story of the new “electric” ﬁsh
on its front page. According to the magazine’s editors, the ﬁsh
“gave him [Paterson] a severe electric shock, which obliged him
to quit his hold”. Alas, it was all for nothing: Paterson had
confused the physical sensation of the little puffer ﬁsh’s rapid
vibratory spasms with the effects of electric shock.

18th Century “Electrics” Research
A decade earlier Royal Society Fellow John Walsh, a nabob
who served with Robert Clive in India, had shown how to identify a genuine “electric” ﬁsh. Sir John Pringle awarded Walsh
the Society’s prestigious Copley Medal in 1774 for unambiguously conﬁrming the electrical nature of the shock generated by
the Atlantic ray Torpedo marmorata in an expedition to Brittany. He had demonstrated that the physiological effects
required an electrical conducting path between the upper and
lower surfaces of the ﬁsh. When this was broken, the effects
vanished.
Neither Paterson nor Banks realised the importance of this
simple test, which was conceptually similar to Benjamin Franklin’s

Royal Society Politics
Paterson doubtless hoped that his electric ﬁsh “discovery” would
strengthen his case for Royal Society membership. Sadly, not
only was he mistaken about the ﬁsh, but more importantly,
newly elected president Banks was under attack from the professional mathematicians and natural philosophers in the Society
with links to Oxford and Cambridge –the self-styled “men of
science”.
Banks’ predecessor Pringle had blotted his royal copy book
by taking rebel colonist Benjamin Franklin’s side in a quasiscientiﬁc controversy concerning lightning conductors. He
had supported Franklin’s design of a sharp-pointed lightning
rod against the more politically acceptable spherical version
favoured by the English “electricians” of the day. Pringle is said
to have lost both the presidency and his appointment as Royal
physician with the memorable words: “Sire, the prerogatives
of the President of the Royal Society do not extend to altering
the laws of Nature”.
The mathematicians and natural philosophers derided Banks’
attempts “to amuse the Fellows with frogs, ﬂeas and grasshoppers” and accused him of running the Society as his private
club – interfering in the election of Fellows and Council
members and favouring “non-scientiﬁc” members of the aristocracy and gentry. The Royal Society of the early 1780s became
polarised between the “men of science” and the “Macaronis” –
the latter typically being gentleman naturalists like Banks with
private incomes. “The Dissensions” came to a head in 1783
with an unsuccessful revolt against Banks’ presidency by a group
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James Gillray (1757–1815), published by H. Humphrey, London, 4 July 1795

Royal Society, including John Hunter, for the next two decades,
despite his declining health.
Banks remained at the helm of the Society for nearly 42 years
until his death in 1820. Historian John Gascoigne has suggested
that his long dominance of the Society retarded the advancement of mathematically based natural philosophy – “physics”
in Britain. Certainly Humphrey Davy, his successor as President,
computer pioneer Charles Babbage and John Herschel, son of
Sir William Herschel, the ﬁrst President of the Astronomical
Society (the formation of which Banks vehemently opposed)
were all highly critical of his presidency.
However, Banks maintained a careful balance between
natural philosophy and natural history after The Dissensions,
although the proportion of “non-scientiﬁc” Fellows rose as
high as 72%. Reform of the Society began after his death, but
the 19th century Australian colonial Royal Societies inherited
much of the character of the unreformed Royal Society of
London.

This satirical cartoon ridicules Sir Joseph Banks for his
metamorphosis from a caterpillar to a butterfly upon his
investiture with the Order of the Bath following his South Sea
expedition.

that included the Astronomer Royal Nevil Maskelyne, Walsh’s
cousin. In this poisonous atmosphere Banks was bound to
discourage Paterson’s application for membership.
Nevertheless, undeterred by the ﬁasco of the electric ﬁsh
and with membership of the Royal Society still ﬁrmly in his
sights, Paterson turned his energies towards publishing an
account of his expeditions in southern Africa. He dedicated
his Narrative of Four Journeys into the Country of the Hottentots and Caffraria to Sir Joseph, who had himself stimulated
interest in the Cape hinterland after a brief stopover on his
way home in the Endeavour. Once again Banks effectively blackballed Paterson’s application, but evidently used his inﬂuence
to have him gazetted as a captain in the infamous NSW “Rum
Corps”.
In 1790 the newly married Capt. Paterson took ship to
Sydney and then to Norfolk Island, eager to explore the natural
history of the new colony. Recruited into the ranks of Banks’
huge international network of scientiﬁc correspondents, he
tirelessly collected and dispatched specimens back to England
on behalf of his patron and other like-minded Fellows of the
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Final Victory
Four years after his arrival in the colony, Paterson offered Banks
a Natural History of Norfolk Island and again solicited his imprimatur as Royal Society gate keeper, writing: “P.S. I hope you have
not forgot my earnest wish of becoming a Fellow of the Royal
Society, should you think me at all deserving of that honor”. In
1797, after Paterson had been invalided back to England, Banks
replied:
I note your wishes to become a Fellow...When you return your chance
of receiving that & other Literary honors must depend upon the benefit
Science has received from your Labors while abroad and as the
Elections into that body are carried on by Ballot I shall have no doubt
of your success provided the Members are convinced you deserve their
white balls.

And so William Paterson, armed with his Narrative of Four
Journeys and his Natural History of Norfolk Island, ﬁnally
achieved his long-sought objective. He apparently did not use
the Linnaean scheme but prudently widened his scientiﬁc activities to include meteorology and geology. He returned to the
colony as Lieutenant Colonel Paterson FRS, became Lieutenant Governor and brieﬂy acted as Governor when William
Bligh, another Banks protégé, was deposed by the NSW Corps.
Fellow countryman and Banks protégé, eminent botanist
and microscopist Robert Brown (of Brownian Motion fame),
praised Paterson’s passion for botany and named an entire
Australian native iris genus Patersonia in his honour. Patersonia fragilis, the native short purple ﬂag iris, is a prominent
and attractive feature of the Tasmanian coastal bush in spring
and summer.
Em/Prof Paul Edwards was formerly Professor of Electronic Engineering and Applied Physics
and Director of the Centre for Advanced Telecommunications and Quantum Electronics
Research at The University of Canberra.

CONSCIENCE

Chris Walton

Career Concerns Could Bust the Ideas Boom
A survey of professional scientists has uncovered worker fatigue and broad dissatisfaction
with remuneration and reduced scientiﬁc capability as a result of cost-cutting.
With the launch of the National Innovation and Science Agenda
(NISA) at the end of 2015, the Australian government reiterated its commitment to innovation and science. Prime Minister
Malcolm Turnbull says that the NISA recognises that the “talent
and skills of our people is the engine behind Australia’s innovative capacity”.
However, the latest Professional Scientists Employment and
Remuneration Report (http://tinyurl.com/hopb4e8) suggests
that recognition and reward issues underpin a range of serious
systemic issues in science, technology, engineering and mathematics (STEM).
While 46.5% of scientists surveyed by Professionals Australia
were satisﬁed with their current level of remuneration, more
than one-third were dissatisﬁed with their current level of remuneration and over one-third were considering leaving their
current job. Of the 8.5% who had changed jobs in the previous
12 months, 27.3% did so for a pay rise – more than one-third
of respondents in both the public and private sectors had received
no pay increase at all in the previous year. Many were concerned
that their remuneration was falling behind market rates for
those undertaking similar work, and that their package did not
reﬂect the level of responsibility they undertook in their day-today work.
Some 61% reported that worker fatigue had increased in
their organisation over the previous 12 months, and 56% said
staff morale had declined.
Seven in ten respondents reported that cost-cutting was
impacting the scientiﬁc capability in their organisation, and
four in ten said their equipment capabilities were growing faster
than staﬃng. These are not signs we’d expect to see in a sustainable and engaged workforce, and the ﬁndings should ring alarm
bells for anyone concerned about the STEM workforce.
If anything, the market is likely to become more challenging
for science and R&D-based organisations that want to retain
their high-calibre science talent, with the participation rate and
average hours worked below the levels of a few years ago. These
leading indicators of labour demand point to only modest
employment growth in the near term, with many scientists
looking to the international job market to provide employment
and funding certainty.
If we’re to grow our innovative capacity, we need to invest
in a strong national STEM capability, and ensure a committed
and sustainable science and R&D workforce. We need to not
only attract the next generation of scientists and researchers to
STEM subjects at secondary and tertiary education levels, but
also address workplace issues that lead to attrition from the

sector, and the consequent waste of time, talent and taxpayer
dollars when scientists and researchers opt out.
Ensuring Australia’s ongoing science and technology capability must be one of our most critical priorities. We need to
maintain a science and R&D workforce with the necessary skills
and experience to support knowledge-based investment and
drive innovation.
To do this we need to ensure that science-based organisations have equitable and effective recognition and reward strategies and a commitment to maintain a strong science capability
at management and decision-maker levels. This is the only way
we’ll attract and retain the next generation of scientists in the
profession.
Australia’s Chief Scientist, Dr Alan Finkel, said the report
provides a sound overview of the employment, pay and conditions of the scientiﬁc workforce. “Science is key to unlocking the
world’s best possible tomorrow. It’s a grand vision, and for many
scientists it’s more than a job – it’s a calling,” he said. “For
Australia and Australian businesses to lead the way into the
future, we need to recognise the value of the professional scientiﬁc workforce, and provide incentive for the next generation
to aspire to professional scientiﬁc careers.”
Valuing our STEM professionals is the key to developing a
strong, agile STEM workforce and ensuring we have the capability to meet future challenges and keep our best and brightest
in STEM. The so-called “ideas boom” will simply implode
unless we have the people to make it happen – and this means
backing innovation policy with a commitment to proper respect,
recognition and reward in the workplace.
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Chris Walton is CEO of Professionals Australia (www.professionalsaustralia.org.au/scientists).
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Eleanor Dormontt

Timber Certification Can’t See the Wood for the Trees
There are many laws that govern the harvesting and trading of timber yet illegal logging is rife
and prosecution rates are low. It’s time for science to modernise timber certiﬁcation schemes.
Despite concerted global efforts to combat illegal logging, rates
remain high and detections and prosecutions remain low. Illegal
logging contributes to deforestation, increased CO2 emissions and
the marginalisation of communities that traditionally rely on
forests for their cultural and economic survival. Embedding scientiﬁc testing into the routine operations of timber supply chains
could help to detect and deter illegal activities, providing muchneeded tools for law enforcement and industry compliance.
But why is it so hard to enforce the law? The answer is
complex, involving a range of social, political and economic
drivers, but a major factor is the diﬃculty with which timber
can be identiﬁed.
Imagine you see a living tree in the forest. You know your
location; you can see the leaves, and perhaps ﬂowers and fruits
or seeds; you can feel the bark; and you can observe the other
plants and animals living on and around the tree. All of this
information can help you to identify the species.
Now imagine instead that you are a Customs inspector
whose job it is to intercept illegal shipments of all kinds. You
open a container and you see some planks of wood. How do you
identify the species? Where was it harvested from? Is it illegal?
Visual inspection of timber, even by a professional wood
anatomist, can rarely identify to the species level accurately,
and never the speciﬁc location from which a tree has come. We
must look instead to other technologies, such as chemical and
genetic proﬁling, to provide the identiﬁcation power needed to
enforce the law.
Illegal logging constitutes the largest illegal wildlife trade in
the world. The global value is thought to be US$30–100 billion
annually. By comparison, the illegal ivory trade is worth an estimated US$3 billion. Illegal logging rates in tropical areas can
be as high as 90%. This includes South-East Asia, from where
Australia imports signiﬁcant amounts of timber.

Despite these startling statistics, as recently as 2012 it was legal
under Australian law to import and trade timber that had been
illegally harvested overseas. The Illegal Logging Prohibition Act
now requires all actors in the supply chain to undertake due
diligence to establish that timber does not come from illegal
sources.
However, the reality is that this paper trail exercise rarely, if
ever, checks that the wood itself matches what is claimed on the
documentation. As important as this due diligence requirement is from a legislation standpoint, it does not go far enough
to verify the legitimacy of timber imports.
Certiﬁcation schemes are becoming very popular as a means
to ensure not only the legality but also the sustainability of
wood products. In certiﬁed supply chains each point is audited,
from the forest where the wood was harvested through transport to log yards, saw mills and processing plants. These audits
examine the mandated protocols of these enterprises and, where
certiﬁcation is granted, ensure that products meet the required
standards of legality and sustainability.
Critically, however, certiﬁcation schemes currently do not
undertake independent scientiﬁc veriﬁcation of wood products. They are unable to verify whether wood purported to
have originated through these sustainable supply chains actually has. As the demand for certiﬁed products grows through
increased consumer awareness, so does the incentive to hijack
the system and launder illegal products through certiﬁed supply
chains and reaping the beneﬁts of certiﬁcation without bearing
the costs of compliance.
In order to ease the burden on law enforcement, maximise
the eﬃcacy of due diligence requirements and protect the
integrity of certiﬁcation schemes, scientiﬁc veriﬁcation should
become a routine part of the administration of timber supply
chains globally.
For example, genetic proﬁling of trees in the forest can be
matched with timber samples from the log yard and sawmill
to verify that there has been no illegal augmentation of timber
loads. Likewise chemical proﬁling, such as stable isotope analysis, can be applied at international border crossings to verify
the geographic origin of timber shipments.
Achieving the integration of such scientiﬁc veriﬁcation
methods will require coordinated efforts from policymakers, law
enforcement, certiﬁcation schemes and the scientiﬁc community to build capacity and develop appropriate implementation frameworks.
Eleanor Dormontt is a Postdoctoral Researcher in DNA Identification and Forensics at The
University of Adelaide.
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NEUROPSY

Tim Hannan

The Man Who Mistook His Cat for a Spy
A new report describes a variant of Capgras syndrome.
Capgras syndrome is an uncommon but distressing condition
in which the sufferer expresses the bizarre belief that a person
known to them has been replaced by a near-perfect duplicate.
Named after the French psychiatrist who provided the ﬁrst
description in 1923, Capgras is one of a range of delusional
syndromes in which a person believes that a person, place or
object has disappeared and been replaced by a duplicate, such
as an alien, robot or meticulously constructed building.
Capgras sufferers declare that, while the person
standing before them may seem identical in appearance and behaviour to their relative or friend, he
or she is nevertheless an imposter. Most cases of
Capgras occur following a brain injury or neurological illness, such as a traumatic brain injury,
stroke, or the onset of dementia, and usually resolve
when treated with medication.
A recent report in the journal Neurocase has
documented a case in which a patient believes
that his cat has been stolen by the FBI and
replaced by an imposter. The 73-year-old man
presented with a 6-year history of paranoid delusions, including the belief that he was being
observed by government agents. He then advised
his wife that his cat had been stolen and replaced
by a near-perfect replica: while he agreed that
the “new” cat appeared physically identical to
ollegN /iStockphoto
his former pet, it did not feel like his cat, with
its personality markedly different from his pet. He concluded
that the cat was an imposter replaced by agents as part of the
conspiracy against him.
The Neurocase paper is not the ﬁrst report of delusions
concerning animals, although such cases remain quite rare. The
authors note only ﬁve prior reports of patients complaining
that their furry or feathered friends had been inexplicably
replaced by imposters: two cats, one dog and two birds. In all
cases the delusion occurred in socially isolated individuals
without regular contact with close friends or family, which
suggests that the animal may have been the sufferers’ main relationship, and so the necessary object of the delusion.
The current neuropsychological explanation of Capgras
syndrome proposes that two different brain impairments must
be present at the same time.
First, Capgras sufferers have an abnormal perceptual experience of familiar people, which provides the basis for the
content of the false belief. While the patient has normal visual,
auditory and tactile experience of the known person or animal,
the autonomic or physiological reactions that usually accom-

pany that experience appear to be absent, resulting in a lack of
emotion associated with the perception of the object. Lacking
this “emotional conﬁrmation”, the Capgras patient rationalises
that the identity of the person or pet simply cannot match the
one suggested by the perceptual input.
This conclusion is presumed to require a second deﬁcit in a
hypothesised “belief evaluation system”, which prevents the
delusional belief from being rejected on the grounds of its

implausibility. Thus for the patient the Capgras delusion is the
best explanation of their perceptual experience.
In the present case, the patient is presumed to perceive his
cat clearly and accurately, but he does not experience his former
or usual emotional reaction to it. He concludes that therefore
the cat cannot be his loved pet and, being unable to note the
striking implausibility of this outcome, decides that it must be
an imposter.
The report extends the current literature on Capgras
syndrome by demonstrating that delusional syndromes involving
misidentiﬁcation can extend beyond persons and places to
include animals. One implication is that cat-loving individuals
who suffer certain brain injuries will be at risk of distrusting
their former pet.
On the other hand, non-brain-injured people who do not like
cats may be assured that if a partner’s pet is regarding you with
a sullen and contemptuous glare, it is not spying for a federal
agency: it really is out to get you.
A/Prof Tim Hannan is Head of the School of Psychology at Charles Sturt University, and the
Past President of the Australian Psychological Society.
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Research Needs a New Narrative
Research is a tapestry of creativity that enriches the society in which we live.
Research is all about asking questions. What separates good
research from great research is the quality and nature of the
question.
What drives researchers? What shapes their questions? Does
it matter?
In recent years the Australian research ecosystem has been
in the grip of a debate about the impact of the research we do
and what can be done to remedy the relatively poor engagement between our industries and our universities, according
to OECD reports.
There is an underlying assumption that if we were able to
drive the commercialisation of more of our research and better
connect the worlds of business and academia we would be poised
to beneﬁt as a nation from innovation-driven economic growth
and the creation of high-value jobs for our children.
This is cast as a battle between pure and applied research
and between short-term problem-solving and long-term
curiosity-driven knowledge creation – a battle that, with some
notable exceptions, sees an unbridgeable gulf between most of
our research academics and the communities and industries
that might potentially beneﬁt from their knowledge.
Australia’s best research is transformative, impactful and
fundamentally curiosity-driven. It is founded on deep creativity
and strong long-term partnerships with research end-users who
shape the directions in which it travels and the questions that
the researchers frame and pursue. In many of the fundamental
disciplines – from physics and astronomy through to the creative
arts – Australia’s researchers are well above world standard.
Answering the questions posed by research is the relatively
easy part. The process of answering well-posed research questions is the part of the research endeavour that comes closest to
mirroring the stereotypical views most children have of scientists – people in white lab coats who, step-by-step, follow a
recipe, applying the tools and methodologies of the discipline
in which they have received intensive training until they become
the world expert in one tiny sliver of knowledge.
When put this way, deep disciplinary expertise seems an
isolating and potentially irrelevant burden. Fortunately this is
far from the truth, since deep disciplinary-based excellence is at
the core of the research endeavour.

facebook.com/austscience
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Research is at its heart a creative industry that draws communities, industry and universities together, immeasurably enriching
the society in which we live.
Most universities around Australia have many rich examples of high-quality research and dedicated researchers, and
have powerful and engaging stories to tell about their research.
There is no question that as a sector we need to get better at
telling these stories in order to dispel the misconceptions that
have come to the surface in the current debate about industry
engagement and impact. It’s also critical as a way of encouraging more bright young people into research, especially the
STEM disciplines.
By considering only the value embedded in the products,
policies and services that research enables is a very limited and
narrow view of the value of our best research. Arguably the
greatest impact our research has is embedded in the experiences
and learning of our undergraduate students.
Being taught by active researchers who are thought leaders
in their ﬁelds internationally is inspiring and, when this is
combined with contributions from practising professionals,
creates an educational offering that is not only current and
applicable but also instils the innovation elements critical for
future professional development and evolution in a world where
work is changing fast.
So what does this tell us?
There is no question that we need to encourage and incentivise partnerships between researchers and the potential endusers of their research. But before we do that we need to get much
better as a nation at nurturing interdisciplinary research, because
real-world challenges don’t respect discipline boundaries.
We also need to create critical mass in areas of national
research priority rather than direct scarce research funding
according to which areas scream the loudest. This will clearly
build our nation’s capacity to face signiﬁcant global challenges
as well as strengthen our economic and social resilience while
simultaneously raising educational outcomes for our graduates.
We need to change our narrative from being one of deﬁcit,
where we talk of chances not seized, to one of a rich tapestry
where research is inseparable from the communities it beneﬁts.
Critical to this is increased mobility of people between
industry and academia, supported by co-location and precincts
so well developed that it’s diﬃcult see the where academia ends
and the “real world” begins.
Professor Tanya Monro FAA FTSE is Deputy Vice Chancellor Research and ARC Georgina
Sweet Laureate Fellow at UniSA. She is a member of the PM’s Commonwealth Science
Council, the CSIRO Board, the South Australian Defence Advisory Board and the South
Australian Economic Development Board.
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David Reneke

A Cool Theory about
Galaxy Formation
The surprise ﬁnding that giant galaxies may grow from cold gas
that condenses as stars rather than forming in hot, violent
mergers has been made with CSIRO and US radio telescopes
by an international team including four CSIRO researchers.
The biggest galaxies are found at the hearts of clusters among
huge swarms of galaxies. “Until now we thought these giants
formed by small galaxies falling together and merging,” said
Prof Ray Norris of CSIRO and Western Sydney University.
But Dr Bjorn Emont’s team from the Centro de Astrobiología in Spain saw something very different when they looked
at an embryonic cluster 10 billion light years away. This protocluster was known to have a giant galaxy called the Spiderweb
forming at its centre. They found that the Spiderweb is wallowing
in a huge cloud of very cold gas that could be up to 100 billion
times the mass of our Sun. Most of this gas must be hydrogen,
the basic material from which stars and galaxies form.
Earlier work by another team had revealed young stars all
across the protocluster. The new ﬁnding suggests that rather
than forming from infalling galaxies, the Spiderweb may be
condensing directly out of the gas. The astronomers didn’t see
the hydrogen gas directly but located it by detecting a tracer
gas, carbon monoxide (CO), which is easier to ﬁnd.

An artist's impression of the
Spiderweb galaxy sitting in
a cloud of cold gas (blue).
Credit: ESO/M. Kornmesser

The Very Large Array telescope in the USA showed that
most of the CO could not be in the small galaxies in the protocluster, while CSIRO’s Australia Telescope Compact Array
saw the large cloud surrounding the galaxies. “This is the sort of
science the Compact Array excels at,” Norris said.
Prof Matthew Lehnert from the Institut Astrophysique de
Paris described the gas as “shockingly cold” – about –200°C.
“We expected a ﬁery process with lots of galaxies falling in and
heating gas up,” he said.
Where the CO came from is a puzzle. It seems to be a
byproduct of previous stars, but nobody as yet can say for sure
where it came from or how it accumulated in the cluster core.
The astronomers feel that to answer that question we’d have
to look even deeper into the universe’s history. And that is
almost certainly where the next phase begins.

David Reneke is an astronomy lecturer and teacher, a feature writer for major Australian newspapers and magazines, and a science correspondent for ABC and commercial radio.
Subscribe to David’s free Astro-Space newsletter at www.davidreneke.com

Proxima Centauri Might More Sun-Like
At first glance, Proxima Centauri seems nothing
like our Sun. It’s a small, cool, red dwarf star
only one-tenth as massive and one-thousandth
as luminous as the Sun. However, new research
shows that it is Sun-like in one surprising way.
It has a regular cycle of starspots – dark
blotches on the surface where the temperature
is a little cooler.
A star is made of ionised gases called
plasma. Magnetic fields can restrict the
plasma’s flow and create spots. Changes to a
star’s magnetic field can affect the number
and distribution of starspots.
A new study has now found that Proxima
Centauri undergoes a regular dramatic cycling
lasting 7 years from peak to peak. At least onefifth of the star’s surface is covered in spots at
once. Some of these spots are much bigger
relative to the star’s size than the spots on our
Sun.
Astronomers were surprised to detect a
stellar activity cycle in Proxima Centauri
because its interior is expected to be very

different from the Sun’s. The outer third of the
Sun experiences a broiling motion called
convection, similar to water boiling in a pot,
while the Sun’s interior remains relatively still.
Many astronomers think the shear arising
from this difference generates the Sun’s
magnetic activity cycle. In contrast, the interior
of a small red dwarf like Proxima Centauri
should be convective all the way into the star’s
core. As a result, it shouldn’t experience a
regular cycle of activity.
“The existence of a cycle in Proxima
Centauri shows that we don’t understand how
stars’ magnetic fields are generated as well as
we thought we did,” says Smithsonian
researcher and co-author Jeremy Drake.
The study didn’t determine whether
Proxima Centauri’s activity cycle would affect
the potential habitability of its Earth-like
planet Proxima b, but it’s felt that flares or a
stellar wind, both driven by magnetic fields,
could scour the planet and strip away any
atmosphere. In that case, Proxima b might be

Low-mass stars have different interior
structures than our Sun and don’t have
magnetic activity cycles. Credit: NASA/CXC/M.Weiss

like the Earth’s Moon, located in the habitable
zone but not at all friendly to life.
Direct observations of Proxima b won’t be
possible for a long time. Until then, our best bet
is to study the star and continue to plug that
information into theories about star–planet
interactions.
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Friends of Science in Medicine

US Mandates “No Evidence” Labels for Homeopathic Products
Before advocates of science get too excited, though, a number of caveats may limit its effect.
The US Federal Trade Commission (FTC) has issued an
enforcement policy statement requiring the marketers of homeopathic products to “effectively communicate the lack of scientiﬁc evidence” on product labels (http://tinyurl.com/h8yzsla).
This is the ﬁrst time in the USA that homeopathic products will
legally require a label stating that they don’t work.
Numerous submissions to the FTC report cited the National
Health and Medical Research Council’s 2015 Statement on
Homeopathy (http://tinyurl.com/zztzm4q), which concluded
there is no reliable evidence that homeopathy is effective for
any health conditions.

At the time, the NHMRC review copped some ﬂak from
both sides. Some evidence-based proponents argued that
spending a couple of million dollars to conﬁrm what we already
knew was a waste, while homeopathy advocates argued that the
report’s conclusion was, well, just wrong. This concrete
outcome – regulating the world’s most proﬁtable homeopathy
market – must now provide a ﬁllip to the hard-working
NHMRC reviewers.
Although the evidence overwhelmingly supports the new
FTC policy, much of their report deals with legal issues, possibly
pre-empting industry arguments that regulating advertising
claims might be inconsistent with the US First Amendment
around free speech.
The FTC policy does not constitute a new law, but it clariﬁes the minimum standards for homeopathic health claims,
which until now have largely been left to self-regulation. Homeopathic products will now “be held to the same truth-in-advertising standards as other products claiming health beneﬁts”.
Before advocates of science get too excited, though, a number
of caveats may limit the effect.
First, the policy hasn’t yet speciﬁed the exact wording, nor
how prominently it should appear. Many homeopathic prod46 |
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ucts already make health claims accompanied by an asterisk,
pointing to a buried disclaimer. In fact, the larger corporate
manufacturers mimic pharmaceutical labels on their products,
complete with Latin ingredient names, warnings about use in
pregnancy and keeping out of reach of children although it’s
hard to imagine why this is necessary for pure homeopathic
doses. Labels even describe what to do for overdoses. Presumably, take another 99 pills to undilute the toxicity?
Second, labels are exempted if products have an “adequate
substantiation for their eﬃcacy claims”. This is quite sensible,
but relies on a reasoned interpretation of what constitutes
evidence. If, as I would contend, no ultra-diluted substance can
ever directly improve health, then the existence of “evidence”
actually measures something else altogether, such as chance,
bias, placebo or poor study design.
Third, the FTC ruling also requires health claims to state
that they are “based only on theories of homeopathy from the
1700s that are not accepted by most modern medical experts”.
This seems to me to be a curious afterthought, because any
decent advertiser could surely turn that into a marketing tool:
“our 300-year-old treatment pre-dates men in lab coats”.
The FTC ruling isn’t necessarily the last word, of course.
Lawyers are expensive in the land of the free, but the US$3
billion industry can afford a few. During the FTC hearing,
attorneys for the American Association of Homeopathic Pharmacists ﬁred a warning shot “that requiring homeopathic advertisers to have RCTs [randomised controlled trials] would be
overly costly and could result in their ceasing advertising”. They
also argued that, regardless of the FTC recommendation, the
US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) “would still have to
take additional legal actions to establish that homeopathic drugs
were misbranded”.
Despite these caveats, the FTC has certainly taken a step in
the right direction. Even if homeopathy continues to be displayed
on the shelf next to FDA-approved medication, at least the
difference in eﬃcacy will be in print for consumers who wish
to read it.
Before its ruling, the FTC commissioned independent focus
groups to better understand consumer beliefs. Most consumers used
the words “homeopathic”, “herbal” and “natural” interchangeably, and many believed that claims of eﬃcacy on homeopathic
labels had already been substantiated by government.
So, given that current safeguards are based on “buyer beware”,
at least now US buyers will be made slightly more aware.
Australian consumers, for now, will remain in the dark.
Justin Coleman is a Brisbane GP and medical writer who represents The Royal Australian
College of General Practitioners on transparency and conflicts of interest, and hosts the GP
Sceptics podcasts at drjustincoleman.com

THE NAKED SKEPTIC

Is Philosophy Dead?
Beware the strawman when arguing that
science has outgrown philosophy.
Smart people have recently talked about the uselessness of
philosophy with regard to science. Yes, science grew out of
philosophy, but the claims are now that science has outgrown
philosophy completely and it has no relevance at all. An example
is a recent video made by Bill Nye in which he responded to a
student asking him: “Is philosophy meaningless?”.
The problem with his comments was not that they were just
wrong about philosophy; they were fractally wrong. Nye didn’t
know what he was talking about. His concept of philosophy
was extremely naïve.
I really want to talk about the error that people like Bill Nye
have made when criticising philosophy. It’s an error that we
constantly accuse our opponents of doing: going into debate or
battle without knowing what it is you are really arguing against.
I think the worst logical fallacy is the use of strawman arguments. There is no way to recover from attacking something that
your opponent has either never said or doesn’t believe or which
totally misrepresents their position.
Much of the criticism levelled at Richard Dawkins’ The God
Delusion was that he got theology wrong and set up many
strawmen to argue against. Several cogent responses to the book
from people who knew a lot more about theology than Dawkins
showed that many of the targets he had set up he had invented
himself.
We know that strawmen are regularly used by creationists,
medical quacks, inventors of perpetual motion machines, and
by all sorts of supporters or believers in pseudoscience and paranormality. But it is something they do, not something that we
should do.
The reason that a strawman argument fails is that your opponent only has to say “That is not our position” and point to
evidence in their own body of literature. That’s what the theolo-
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Peter Bowditch

gians did to Dawkins – they were able to refer to a large body of
evidence showing that he didn’t know what he was talking about.
The strawman argument is usually used from ignorance, not
from malice or deliberate lying, although in debates I’ve had,
particularly with creationists and medical quacks, I have often
felt that they know the truth but hope that it’s too hard to ﬁnd
to reveal their deception.
As I said, this is the sort of thing that the side known as
“them” does. It is not something that should be done by us.
But we do it. All the time. Because we can’t be experts on everything but we feel the need to jump in when we are exposed to
obvious nonsense.
Here is an example I saw recently where normally sensible
people mocked something for being wrong without knowing
that what they were mocking wasn’t actually the situation. It
has to do with astrology. Before I go any further I have to say
that astrology is a load of nonsense, has no relationship to
reality, and can’t predict anything about the future or about
personality. The mocking was on the basis that the pattern of
stars in the sky has changed over the past few millennia, and the
constellations no longer match the standard date ranges for
star signs. The strawman part is that the position of constellations has nothing to do with the sections of an astrological
chart. The star signs are names for sectors of the circle, anchored
on the solstices and equinoxes.
My birthday is on the equinox at the cusp of Libra and Virgo.
According my astrological chart I am a Virgo. When people
tell me that Virgo is now really the range of dates between
17 September and 31 October, I have to wonder whether the
equinox that starts Virgo has also moved to 17 September. It
hasn’t.
One of the reasons for the invention of astrology was to
predict the seasons, which was necessary to know the correct
times of the year for planting, harvesting and breeding. It was
relatively easy to determine the solstices and equinoxes, so these
were used to divide the year. The fact that the sun still shines
through the same hole in Stonehenge on the solstice shows
that these things haven’t changed much in a very long time.
Astrological signs are just names for things. Their origins
don’t really matter any more, just as it doesn’t matter that the
name of the month in which my birthday occurs suggests that
it is the seventh month of the year rather than the ninth. There
are many good reasons to criticise astrology, but quibbling
about the names of things allows people on the other side of the
argument to simply say: “You’re wrong”.
A recent Internet meme sequence listed several good things
that a character like Bill did, ending with the statement: “Be like
Bill”. In the case of strawman arguments, “Don’t be like Bill”.
Peter Bowditch is a former President of Australian Skeptics Inc. (www.skeptics.com.au). This
is an edited version of a talk given at the Australian Skeptics 2016 National Convention.
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Kerrie Wilson

Conservation Research Isn’t Happening in the Right Places
Conservation research is not being done in the countries where it’s most needed, and this will
undermine efforts to preserve global biodiversity.
On the basis of the proposed level of investment for mammal
conservation alone, we would expect these countries to be represented in at least 7.3% of the publications. Comparatively less
research is published on the most biodiverse countries.
If you dig a little deeper it gets worse. The science conducted
in the countries with the most biodiversity is often led by
researchers who aren’t based in those countries. Scientists based
in biodiversity-rich countries are also underrepresented in
important international forums.
What this adds up to is a widespread bias in the ﬁeld of
conservation science. If research is biased away from the most
biodiverse areas then this will accentuate the impacts of the
global biodiversity crisis and reduce our
capacity to protect and manage the natural
ecosystems that underpin human wellbeing.
Biases in conservation science will also
undermine our ability to meet Target 19
of the Convention on Biodiversity. Target
19 states that: “By 2020, knowledge, the
science base and technologies relating to
biodiversity, its values, functioning, status
and trends, and the consequences of its
loss, are improved, widely shared and transferred, and applied.” Our comprehensive
analysis of publishing trends in conservaGlobal distribution of publications on biodiversity conservation. Yellow and grey
tion science literature suggest we won’t
countries, places containing important levels of biodiversity, are severely understudied.
Credit: PLoS Biol http://tinyurl.com/hlh2g4q
meet this target if these biases aren’t
addressed.
Information sharing is also limited by the fact that most of
of need and effort. The countries for which knowledge is sparse
the science being done in the countries with the greatest needs
coincide with where research is most urgently needed.
For example, the top ﬁve countries, ranked according to is not being published in open access journals.
What should we do about it? A range of solutions is needed.
relative importance for mammal conservation (i.e. Indonesia,
Madagascar, Peru, Mexico and Australia), were represented in These include reforming open access publishing policies,
11.9% of the publications. However our determination, based enhancing science communication strategies, changing author
on relative importance for investment in mammal conserva- attribution practices, improving representation in international
tion, was that these countries should be represented in 37.2% processes, and strengthening infrastructure and human capacity
of the publications. We determined that the United States for research in countries where it is most needed.
Of course, there are massive challenges in attempting to
should be represented in approximately 0.5% of the publications
yet it was the subject of approximately 17.8% of the publications initiate any of these solutions. However, an important starting
point is for researchers to examine their own agendas and focus
and was the most studied country overall.
If we consider the broader deﬁnition of conservation impor- on areas with the greatest need.
One thing we can say for certain is that we won’t change
tance that reﬂects the richness of vascular plants, endemic
species and functional species, then the top ﬁve countries (i.e. the situation by simply ignoring it.
Ecuador, Costa Rica, Panama, the Dominican Republic and Kerrie Wilson is the Director of the ARC Centre of Excellence for Environmental Decisions
Papua New Guinea) are the focus of only 1.6% of publications. (CEED). She is based at The University of Queensland.
Biodiversity and the threats to its persistence are not uniformly
distributed across the globe, and therefore some areas demand
comparatively greater scientiﬁc attention. If research is biased
away from the most biodiverse areas, this will accentuate the
impacts of the global biodiversity crisis and reduce our capacity
to protect and manage the natural ecosystems that underpin
human well-being.
We have analysed more than 10,000 conservation science
papers from more than 1000 journals published since 2014.
We then compared the countries where these studies were done
(and by whom) with where most of the world’s biodiversity is
found. What we found suggested a massive mismatch in terms
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LOWE TECH

Ian Lowe

The Eye of the Renewable Energy Storm
Political foes have united in their condemnation of fear-mongering about renewable energy.
Australian responses to climate change have been a political
football in recent years, so it’s a rare experience to ﬁnd past or
present politicians from different political parties even sharing
a stage. It is quite remarkable to ﬁnd an ALP Minister and a
former Liberal Party leader in furious agreement. But I witnessed
that phenomenon in Brisbane at the end of November.
Griﬃth University organised a 2-day conference on Pathways
to a Sustainable Future. The dinner featured veteran comedian Rod Quantock, but also offered a platform to Queensland’s current Environment Minister Dr Steven Miles, and
Dr John Hewson, national leader of the Liberal Party from
1990–94. Yes, two politicians with formal academic qualiﬁcations, both holding doctorates! It would be simplistic to
conclude we would have a more reasonable debate if we had
better-educated leaders, but a capacity for critical analysis clearly
helps decision-makers to deal with complex issues.
Miles and Hewson agreed on several important points:
climate change is real and happening now, Australia’s current
commitments fall well short of our share of the necessary
response, yet some of the recent statements and actions of
Coalition ministers have been scandalously irresponsible.
Hewson zeroed in on the claims by senior politicians that
South Australia had suffered a statewide blackout because of
their encouragement of wind and solar energy. The supply
interruption happened when a severe storm blew over transmission towers. As Hewson said, the effect would have been
the same if the power had been coming from coal, oil, gas or even
the nuclear power that has been promoted by some Coalition
politicians in South Australia.
Miles expressed his displeasure at a Federal minister who
attacked Queensland, Victoria and South Australia for each
having 2030 targets for the share of electricity from renewables. As Miles said, if the Commonwealth wants a national
approach, they need to set a national target. In its absence,
responsible states are doing their own planning.
With growing concern about the health of the Great Barrier
Reef, Miles had a good news story to tell. The Queensland
government organised a ﬁeld test of using less fertiliser on sugar
farms. Several properties participated in a controlled trial, with
some of the land using normal amounts of fertiliser and other
sections using less. The results from the sugar mill showed that
the harvest was better from the sections using reduced amounts
of chemicals. That will be good for the farmers’ costs as well as
reducing nutrient runoff to the reef.
Hewson also had some good news. More than 200 cane
farmers in northern Queensland have become so disgruntled
at their treatment by the local sugar mill that they have banded
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together and formed a cooperative to build a new mill. It will
produce a range of other products beside reﬁned sugar: electricity from the waste, ethanol and other biofuels. The project
has a solid business case that has attracted funding and is almost
ready to start construction.
Sugar cane is just one example of growing interest in bio-energy,
especially energy from agriculture and forestry. It remains the
largest global contributor to renewable energy, despite the rapid
expansion of solar and wind. It has the obvious advantage of
providing stored energy, so it supplements those intermittent
sources. It also offers the potential to meet some transport
energy needs that are otherwise very diﬃcult, such as aviation
fuel.
The November Bioenergy Australia conference brought
together more than 100 local researchers and decision-makers,
as well as some overseas experts. The technical progress is impressive, but it needs to be. The International Energy Agency says
the contribution from bio-energy must at least triple by 2050.
The IEA 2015 conference on the topic noted that projects
offer economic and social beneﬁts to rural communities, but
warned of the need to ensure sustainable approaches.
It is an important warning. In October I was walking in
northern Spain and saw hundreds of hectares of blue gums,
planted to meet the European Union’s carbon storage target.
The farmers who have the eucalypts are happy, but many neighbours are concerned about the impact on the water table and
the loss of habitat when traditional mixed woodland is replaced
by a monoculture. The complex consequences are important.
Ian Lowe is Emeritus Professor of science, technology and society at Griffith University.
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Michael Cook
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Frozen Stiff
Cryonics is a growing industry even if its
feasibility is questionable and its ethics
murky.
A 14-year-old British girl dying of cancer recently won a court
battle to be cryogenically frozen after her death. The worldwide publicity has revived public interest in this peculiar endof-life option.
The teenager’s divorced parents could not agree about
whether to carry out her wishes, so she sought permission from
the UK High Court. In a touching letter to the judge, the girl,
known only as JS, wrote,

I have been asked to explain why I want this unusual thing done. I’m
only 14 years old and I don’t want to die, but I know I am going to. I
think being cryo-preserved gives me a chance to be cured and woken up,
even in hundreds of years’ time. I don’t want to be buried underground.
I want to live and live longer and I think that in the future they might
find a cure for my cancer and wake me up. I want to have this chance.
This is my wish.

Things went according to plan. After her death on 17
October, JS’s body was frozen by a volunteer group in the UK
and shipped to Alcor, a facility in the United States, one of
three in the world that store frozen bodies.
Cryopreservation is not cheap. Basic packages cost, in the
words of Justice Jackson, “about ten times as much as an average
funeral”. Alcor charges about US$200,000 for preserving a
body. The cheaper option of preserving only the brain costs
US$80,000. In JS’s case, her maternal grandparents paid to
freeze her body.
Nor is there any guarantee of success. Nothing higher than
a roundworm has survived being frozen with liquid nitrogen,
as Alcor admits.
And even if it became possible in the distant future, patients
would still face huge problems.
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What would happen to a person who chose the frozen brain
option? He or she would no longer have a body – no small
handicap. Alcor believes that the best option would be to regrow
a body around the brain. Another option discussed among
transhumanists is to upload the brain’s consciousness to the
internet. Both options seem improbable.
The freezing process might damage the brain. Imagine waking
up in 200 years with a bad stroke or with a severe psychological disorder. Imagine waking up with amnesia unable to
remember why you are there and who you are.
Furthermore, even if it becomes possible to revive patients
in the distant future, can the storage companies guarantee that
they will fulﬁl their contracts? Whatever they tell their patients
now, they cannot give iron-clad guarantees that the frozen
corpses and brains will survive extended blackouts, natural
disasters, human error, criminal malfeasance or bankruptcy.
Hundreds of years in the future, will JS’s contract with Alcor
be honoured? Our own generation takes a rather cavalier attitude toward the hallowed precincts of cemeteries, turning them
into parking lots and shopping centres. Why should we expect
our descendants to take special care with frozen corpses?
And if, however remote the possibility, cryopreservation
worked, what sort of society would the patients wake up in?
They would be, for the most part, aged and possibly disabled
adults requiring extensive medical care, rehabilitation and
education. They would have no family support. Only an
extremely generous government would be inclined to pay their
bills.
Nonetheless, people desperate to extend their lives at any
cost are signing up with the storage companies. Alcor in Arizona
and the Cryonics Institute in Michigan both have about 150
patients. KrioRus, a new business in Russia, has about 50. It’s
not a big industry but it is growing. Two groups here, the
Cryonics Association of Australasia and Stasis Systems Australia,
have teamed up to build the ﬁrst cryonic storage facility in the
Southern Hemisphere.
At best cryopreservation is a gamble, at worst it is quackery.
Is it ethical?
If you can give fully informed consent, perhaps it is. The
Silicon Valley billionaire Peter Thiel has signed up with Alcor.
He knows the odds; why shouldn’t the company store his
remains in its expensive, chilly mausoleum?
But Alcor’s latest neuropatient was a 68-year-old Californian man who committed suicide by shooting himself in the
head. His brain was not removed until a week after his death.
The probability of his waking up must be approximately
0.0000000000001%. That seems only marginally less ethical
than signing a contract with a dying 14-year-old girl.
Michael Cook is editor of the internet bioethics newsletter BioEdge.
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HIGHLIGHTS IN JAN-FEB 2017

This star chart shows the stars and constellations visible in the
night sky for Sydney, Melbourne, Canberra and Hobart in
January at about 8:30pm (Daylight Savings Time), or 7:30pm
(Local Standard Time) for Perth and Brisbane. During
February, this map will be applicable for about 10:30pm
(DST), or 9:30pm (LST). For Darwin and similar northerly
locations the chart will still apply, but some stars will be lost
off the southern edge while extra stars will be visible to the
north. Stars down to a brightness or magnitude limit of 4.5 are
shown on the star chart. To use this star chart, rotate the chart
so that the direction you are facing (north, south, east or west)
is shown at the bottom. The centre of the chart represents the
point directly above your head, called the zenith point, and the
outer circular edge represents the horizon.

The best time to view the Moon with a small
telescope or pair of binoculars is a few days either
side of its First quarter phase on the 4th in both
January and February. Venus and Mars, may be
visible low in the west just after sunset. Prominent
in the sky this month, are the constellations of Canis
Major (the Great Dog) which includes Sirius – the
brightest star in the sky, Orion (the Hunter), which
includes the recognisable southern hemisphere
asterism of the “saucepan”. Crux (the Southern
Cross) is low in the south eastern sky. Crux can be
easily located as it is always adjacent to so-called
Pointer stars of Centaurus (the Centaur).

Sydney Observatory is part of the Museum of Applied Arts and Sciences. The Sydney Observatory night sky map was created by Dr M. Anderson using the TheSky
software. This month’s edition was prepared by Brenan Dew. © 2017 Museum of Applied Arts and Sciences, Sydney.
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